Council of Clubs Presidents
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Shirley and Merck, High
School stars,, will play foot-
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McMahan and Tobin Chosen to "Co-Edit 1950 Clemson Yearbook
►

H. M. TOBIN

J. D. McMAHAN

W. T. ASHLEY

J. B. SMITH

A. H. HASELL

♦ -

Smith Says This Year's Annual To
Be Ready For Distribution On May
Jeff McMahan, textile manufacturing junior of Columbia, and Hugh "Six" Tobin, textile chemistry junior of
Charleston, were named co-editors of the 1950 Taps, Clemen yearbook, in an election held last Monday night. Both
men have worked on Taps staffs since they entered Clemson. McMahan and Tobin, in company with the rest of
'he newly-elected staff, will begin design and layout work
on the new book immediately.

Filling the Business Manage ♦
position oh the new staff will be
W. T. Ashley, pre-med junior of
r-ikesviiis, Kentucky; Ashley was
i member of the junior staff of
he '49 book. L. R. Cooper, arts
and sciences junior of Travelers
lest, was named to handle the
iuties of the Managing Editor.
C. M. Kennemore, arts and
Manuscripts to be judged for
sciences junior of Greenville, was
entrance
into Gamma Alpha Mu,
chosen Chief Photographer in
Monday night's election. His as- honor English fraternity for writsistants will be Ted Thompson, ers, must, be submitted to Professlectrical engineering senior of sor John D. Lane in Room 21,
.Columbia, and John Cothran, tex- Main Building, before prospectile manufacturing junior of
TED THOMPSON JOHN COTHRAN C. M. KENNEMORE
tive members leave Clemson for
W. D. PEAKE
L. R. COOPER
J. R. McLAIN
Sandy Springs. These men have
Easter
holidays, according to
"the job of taking the more than
two-thousand pictures that go in- Howell Arthur, president.
o making up a Clemson yearbook.
Manuscripts may be journalistic
Named to the Feature Editor works, belles letters, poetry, or
pot was A. H. Hasell, pre-med other type of literature except
-ophomore of Columbia. The new
'lasses Editor is J. R. McLain, academic themes or "term papers."
textile engineering sophomore of If taken from publications, comTomorrow the series of events
'n:nan, and J. B. Smith, mechan- positions must be mounted on
connected with Clemson's tra.cal engineering junior of Rock standard-sized sheets of white
Hill, was named Sports Editor. W. paper.
ditionaul Military Ball will beO. Peake, architectural engineergin with a Regimental .Parade on
Any number of articles may be
ing
junior of Arlington, "Virginia, submitted. A minimum of two is
Bowman Field at 5:30 p. m., folwas named Art Editor.
recommended for longer works
lowed by a banquet for the miliThe out-going staff, the men such as short stories; on the other
Thirteen new student members
Tomorrow the polls will open*
tary organizations in the College and one faculty member have who produced the soon-to-be-re- hand, between five and eight
for the selection of Clemson's
Mess Hall. Giles F. Lewis, arts been taken into Clemson's Gamm? leased '49 Taps, include James B. newspaper stories may be desirbiggest boob! Located in front
and sciences senior of Orlando chapter of Iota Lambda Sigma Smith, Editor; Bob Wiggins, Busi- able, depending on length.
of the Juice Shop, the polls for
Fla., will act as Master of Cere- national honorary professional in- ness Manager; Bob Gettys. Chief
Membership is determined sole
the first day will consist of a
monies at the banquet, nd Pro- dustrial education fraternity, ac- Photographer; Robin J u 1 i a n,' ly on tne recommendations of Ocballot box and envelopes. Just
fessor E. E. Waite of the Socia] cording to C. A. Bianchi, Jr.. Classes Editor; Jack Sheppard, tavus Roy Cohen, nationally
place your votes (lc apiece) in an
Designer; William Sloan, Photo known writer of fiction.
Sciences Department, will be the president.
envelop, seal it, write the name
The initiates are W. R. Coch-^ Vditor; Dave Spiner, Literary Ediprincipal speaker.
Gamma Alpha Mu was organof youn candidate oh the front of
At 9:00 p. m., Military Bali ran, junior of Seneca; D. E. DukesL Mar; Dave Peebles, Managing Edi- ized in 1934 under the direction of
it, and drop it in the ballot box.
.Clemson's Little Theatre is will officially commence at the iunior of Orangeburg; W. F. ,Gil tor; Tom Dunaway, Sports Editor; prolessor Lane. Since its beginOn the second day and each day sponsoring a poster contest to adCollege Field House, with the more, junior of San tuck; W. B Bill Mitchell, Copy Editor; J. P.. ningj it has had approximately
thereafter until the contest closes
Brigadiers Orcrestra furnishing Gregg, junior of Kingstr-ee; L. D. Parnell, Staff Photographer; Bill j eighty members, among whom
on Tuesday, March 29, there will vertise their next production, the music. Two dollars for Fri- Hardwick, junior of Rock Hill: Darby, Advertising Manager; and are Wright Bryan, editor of the
"Arsenic
•
and
Old
Lace."
First
be individual ballot boxes for the
Atlanta Journal; Harry Ashmore
day night and two-fifty for Sat- C. H. Holladay, junior of Sumter' Bob Workman, Art Editor.
leading contestants. Thus, voters prize will be ten dollars, and urday will open the doors for all E. M. Moss, senior of Seneca; and
Lewis Smith, Editor of the '49 | editor of the Little Rock (Arkanwill not have to use envelopes, second prize will be five dollars. who desire to attend. The danct D. C. Miller, junior of Summer - book, says that this year's book j sas) Gazette; J. B. Hall, editor of
but may drop their votes in the
will be available for delivery on I the Anderson Daily Mail; and the
Posters are to be turned in by Friday night will be formal ano ville.
box of their choice.
Also, G. W. Mosteller, junior May 8. Plans have not been com- late Ben Robertson, foreign corwill last until one o'clock. SatMarch
31,
to
Professor
Petroff
Results will be tabulated at
t
urday's dance will be informal of Clemson; D. T. Newton, junior pleted as to the actual process respondent during World War II
the end of each day and posted who will be the judge.
beginning at eight and lasting till of Central; B. E. Owen, junior of that will be followed in issuing and author of three books and
Students and non-students are twelve.
on a roster near the ballot box.
Orangeburg; A. W. Smarr, sopho- the yearbook to students, but will numerous Saturday Evening Post
Also, the names of the three men invited to inter the contest.
more of Grove; J. A. Tinsley. be announced in a later issue of articles.
At
fen
o'clock
Friday
night,
The "posters must contain the
currently at the top will be anthe Grand March, with cadet of- junior of Easley; and W. B- Tur- the Tiger. Smith states that this
following facts:
nounced at supper .each night.
ner, junior of Blacksburg.
is the earliest date that a yearClemson Little Theatre presents ficers and NCO's and their sponProceeds from the election will
The faculty initiate is Professor book has been available for desors
participating,
will
begin.
"Arsenic and Old Lace" April 7
be used for the Junior-Senior.
J. B. Gentry, Jr., of the school of livery since before the war.
and 8 in the College Auditorium During this 'event the judges will vocational education.
Also to be announced later are
at 8 p. m. Admission is .75 for make their choice for Honorary
An initiation banquet will be plans fo rthe annual Taps BanCadet
Colonel,
Honorary
Cadet
adults and .50 for students.
held sometime during the latter quet and Ball.
'
Originality will be a determin- Captain of the Senior Pplatton part of March, Bianchi said.
The American Society of Agriand Honorary Cadet Captain oi
ing factor.
cultural Engineers held its final
the Pershing Rifles.
initiation for twenty-four new
Judges will be Colonel W. S Plaxico Elected To
members
on Tuesday night,
Morris,
cmn.,
Lt.
Col.
R.
B.
. Plemson's Phys;cs Department
Msrch 8.
Crosby, Lt. Col. R. B. Smith, Lt Head Cherokee Club
will be host to the southeastern
The new members are J. D.
Col. E. C. Watson, Major T K
section of the American Physics
David L. Plaxico, mechanical
Baldwin of Greenwood, H. H.
Myers, Professor C. E. Littlejohn
Society on Aroril 15 and 16.
engineering senior of Blacksburg.
A. M. Turner, arts and sciences Biser of Columbia. J. D. Blackwel<
and Dr. F. B. Schirmer.
Approximately three hundred
At eleven forty-five the win- •.vas elected president of the Cher- so'phomore of Reidsville, N. C, of Lfendrum, J. R. Broadway Of
members are expected to attend,
The annual Westminster Fel- ners of the three posts of beauty okee County-Clemson Club at the was elected president of Gamma Summerton, J. A. Christopher^ of
and sixty-two contributed papers lowship Convention of South ancj honor will be announced, last meeting, held March 1. Plaxi- Kappa Alpha, social fraternity for Landrum; W. E. Corbett of
will be read.
Carolina Presbyterian
College followed by an Arch of. Steel and co succeeds J. D. Gault, arts and North Carolina students, at a Mountville, E. P. Glasscock' of
Dr. L. D. Huff, head of physics students will be held at the First Guidon salute.
sciences senior of Blacksburg.
Rock Hill, W. W. Hare of Madison,
meeting held March 8.
department, has just returned Presbyterian Church in Spartan- j
Joe Jolly, mechanical engineerOther officers elected at the | F. C. Haselden of Scranton, B. H
ll
technical
plans
for
the
A
from a trip to Atlanta where he burs?. Friday,
Saturday, and ! weekend have been completed. ing junior of Gaffney, was named meeting are C. M. Cofer, agri- Herlong of Saluda, W. M. Houson
conferred with Dr. F. "E. Lowance Sunday.
cultural economics sophomore of j of Easley. C. C. Huck of Conway
Dates will be quartered in Sixth vice-president.
of Georgia Tech. Dr. Lowance is
Other officers elected at the Charlotte, vice-president; S. B. ■ G. C. Jeffcoat of Norway, J. F.
Theme of the conference will Barracks, and the usual aceomchairman of the society's program be "Choose Ye This Day: Whom, rnodations v
ire Hal E. Bland,
Ballenger, textile . manufacturing | Lay of Pendleton, and E. D.
committee. Arrangements were Why. Where Ye Will Serve" with"
cultural engineering junior of junior of Charlotte, secretary- j Maney of Asheville, N. C.
made for the meeting at Clemson. Dr. W. M. Boyce of the First A. j
Gaffney, secretary-treasurer; and treasurer; and W. C. Emory, Jr.,
Also, E. T. McGee, Jr., of AnNOTICE
Members of the Clemson phys- R. P. Church. Charlotte, N. C. as '
J. G. Sparks, textile manufactur- industrial physics junior of Gas- derson, F. J. Patton of Brevard
ics faculty will 'present papers at main speaker.
There will be an important ing junior of Gaffney, recreation tonia, business manager.
N. C, R. M. Prince of Lynchburg.
Other speakers
the convention.
The club plans to sponsor send- R. R. Sanbury of Florence, W. A.
will be Dr. Harry Gcodykoontz rrreeting of the senior class at chairman.
Delegates are expected from the director of student work of the 6:45 p. m. March 24, in the ColInitiation of new members will ing old copies of Taps to high Shuler of Rembert, C. E. Springs
southeastern section which in- General Assembly, and Dr. LeRoy I le§e Auditorium. Caps and gowns, ! begin March 29 and end April schools in North Carolina, the of Loris, J. B. Tedder of Cherrycludes states from Virginia to Burney. coordinator of Presby- '• invitations, and Senior. Day will ; 5, according to an announcement purpose being to stimulate in- ville, N. C, H. G. Till of OrangeLouisiana.
terest in Clemson among students burg, and J. W. Woodfin oi Interian Program of Progress.
j be discussed. All seniors are by President Plaxico.
man.
in the schools.
With Converse, Wofford, and | urged to attend.
Soartanburg
Junior
colleges
as
Animal Husbandry
hosts, representatives will come
Club Elects Officers
from colleges all over South Carolina.
L. S. Swygert, Animal HusbanRegistration will begin Friday
dry serrior of Waterloo, was elect- at 3:00'p. m. There will be three
(By Bill Costello)
'
four semester credit hours of
summer school whereas the
prorated for students entering
ed vice president of the Animal keynote^ address^ by' Dr." Boyce~
Clemson's Board of Deans vofirst semester freshmen must
in February so that the regular
work in order to enroll the
Husbandry Club at a special elec with discussion groups on perti- ted, at a meeting last Monday
next session. Should the stupass only the original twenperiod of suspension for academic
tion held.to fill the vacancys ere nent subjects led by outstanding night, to install a new system of
dent fail to pasas the required
ty-four.
deficiency will be the same for
ated by graduation.
ministers of the, Synod. A banquet eligibility for all students. The
In the cases of upperclasstwenty-four hours, he may .
all students. The suspension peOther officers were W. L. will be held Saturday night, and news regulations will become ef%
men failing to pass thirty
riod will fall in the summer becontinue in summer school
Browri, senior of York, secretary, will be followed by installation
fective immediately with the exsemester credit hours of work
tween regular sessions.
and make up the deficient
and J. L. Adair. senior of Clin- of officers for next year.
ception . that until September 1,
hours.
in two regular sessions and
The freshman requirements ap^
ton, publicity, director.
1949,
any
student
who
can
qualiDr. Darby Fulton, moderator of
the summer session, excepA student in his second or
ply to first year college' students,
fy
under
current
regulations
or
the General Assembly, will contion may be made for those
and the more rigid requirements
later year of attendance in
WELLINGTON VISITS
duct the regular church service under the new regulations will
college, to be eligible to
students whose cumulative
apply to college students in their
be
ruled
eligible
to
enroll
in
SepCAMPUS
Sunday morning.
continue his enrollment, must
grade point ratio, computed
second or later years, regardless
tember, 1949.
J. W. Wellington, research adpass either, (1) a minimum of
up to date to the nearest
of what school they attended.
CANTERBURY
SPONSORS
Under the present system, the
whole number, added to the
"E's" and I's" will be treated'
twenty-four semester credit
ministrator of the Office of Exrequired number of credit hours
MOVIE
number of hours passed will
in the same manner as in the
periment Stations, Washington, D.
hours of work in the two setotal thirty. For example, if
The Canterbury Club of the that a student must pass are on a
mesters of the regular sespresent regulations. Chedits passC, is in Clemson this week exsion, or (2) a minimum of
a student passes twentyed must be in excess of "E's" and
amining the work being done by Holy Trinity Episcopal Church of semester basis. The new reguthirty semester credit hours
seven hours, and his grade
"I's" unless there are extenuatthe South Carolina Experiment Clemson, is sponsoring the movie, lations return to the yearly basis
of work in the two semesters
point ratio is three, the two
ing circumstances for "I's".
Station with Federal Grant Funds. "Miss Tatlock's Millions", at the used before the war.
added together will total
Any student who fails to meet
of the regular session and
He will be here until March 13, "Y" a week from today. Tickets
A student in his first year
thirty, and he will be eligible
the summer school. Upperthe minimum standards will be
and will visit one of the brance may be secured from any member
of attendance in college must
to enroll for the next session.
classmen must pass six more
suspended^ for at least a semesexperiment stations before re- of the club, Dick Mattison, club
credit hours if they attend
The ajjove requirements will be ter.
pass a minimum of twentyturning to Washington.
, president, said today.

Manuscripts Due
By Easter Holidays

New Honorary Cadet Colonel Will Be
Picked During Military Ball Festivities

Supporters Push Favorite Nominees
As Booby King Ballot Boxes Open

ndustrial Ed Frat
Taps Fourteen Hen

Little Theater Will

Give Ten Dollars
For Best Poster

ASAE Takes In

24 New Members

Physics Dept. Will

Sponsor Meeting

Presbyterians To

61A Elects Turner,
Picks Taps Project

!d Anni

Deans Change Eligibility Requirements

Dr. Everette Gill Will Conduct
Baptist Mission Conference Here
Dr. Everette Gill, Jr., v/ill con-*
duct a mission conference at
Clemson Baptist Church Friday
and Saturday, March 18 and 19.
The topic will be "World Need"
with emphasis on opportunities
for Christian layman.
There will be three sessions of
the conference; 7 p. m. Friday, 2
p. m. and 7 p. rn., Saturday.
The mission study is sponsored
by the Clemson BSU with the
support of the Church and Women Missionary Society.
Dr. Gill has lived and traveled
extensively in Latin America over
a period of six years. He has
been responsible for the general
supervision of Southern Baptist
foreign mission work in Mexico,
Guatemala, Honduras, Colombia,
DR. EVERETTE GILL
Chile, and other American countries.
He was educated in Rome,
Italy; William Jewel College, Liberty, Missouri; U. S. Naval AcadProfessor B. E. Goodale, of the
emy; University of Edenburg,
Scotland; Southern Baptist Theo- Dairy Department, has been inlogical Seminary ,Louisville, Ken- vited to speak before the agritucky. His degrees are A. B., cultural veteran vocational students in Salem, N. C, Monday
Th. M., Ph. D., and D. D.
Dr. Gill will speak at morn- night. He will address the group
ing worship at 11:30 Sunday, on "Clean Milk Production."
This organization is North CarMarch 20. His theme will be
olina's Vocational Agricultural
"Advance Now."
Education Program for farmer'
veterans exclusively.
Professor Goodale will speak to
this group Monday evening at
6:30 in the Presbyterian Church
in Salem.

Goodale Will Give
Milk Talk In N. C.

Rogers Addresses
Journalism (lass

Manuel J. Rogers, state editor of the Greenville News, addressed Professor John D. Lane's
class in Engiisn at Work at 5 p.
m. Monday. He advised members
of the class on ways of improving
their writing and reporting, told
interesting anecdotes, from the
world of journalism, and related
experiences from his own travels
throughout the southern United
States.

Prospective Reserve
Tranferees Should
Contact Prof, Ball
Lieutenant Commander M. C
Bell, commanding officer of the
Naval reserve unit at Clemson,
•states that he has had numerous
requests from students concerning
the methods of, and requirements
-•for changing from the various
branches of the Armed Forces Reserve to the Naval Reserve.
Bell says that he would like for
every student who wants to transfer to the Naval Reserve to writ"
to, or get in touch with him. He
wants to get the name and leeal
address, and a very brief summary of each individual's case.
If there is sufficient interest
to warrant it, it is possible that
arrangements could be made for
recruiting officers from Greenville to -present on the campus,
probably on Wednesday night,
h 30. These officers would
be able to answer any and all
questions concerning such a transfer, and' to complete all necessary
papers.
Bell requests that interested
persons contact him in Room 31,
Main Building, in Room 20, Main
Building on Wednesday and Friday nights between 7:30 and 8:30
p. m., or write him at Box 850,
Clemson.

Episcopal Rector
Makes Dinner Talk
Mr. Emmett Gribbin, Jr., addressed the Fellowship Club of
Clemson at their annual dinner
held in the Presbyterian Church'
last Tuesday night. Mr. Gribbin
spoke to the group on the difficulties endured by deaf mutes and
he urged cooperation in making
their lives more pleasant and
useful.
Mr. Gribbin illustrated the sign
language to the members of the
club which he learned having
been rector in a Church for deaf
mutes.
Mr. J. B. Sams Jr., is the president of the Fellowship Club
whose project is the operation of
a clinic for the people of the
community in need of medical
treatment.

Coker, LaGrone
Attend Meeting
E. C. Coker, Jr., and J. W. LaGrone, associate professors of
mathematics, are attending the
state teachers meeting in Columbia today and tomorrow.
They are primarily interested
in a talk by Professor Rankin who
is in charge of the Duke Mathematical Work Shop. Business
men go to the work shop and
show how mathematics are used
in industry.
Professors Coker ■ and LaGrone
will also attend discussions on
methods and technique of mathematical teaching.

Vause Attends Math
Society Meet At Duke
R. Z. Vause, Jr., instructor of
mathematics, will attend the four
hundred forty-fifth meeting of
the Americp'-i Mathematical Society at Duke University on Fri-.
day and Saturday, April 1 and 2.
The,main sneaker of the meeting will be Dr. J. H. Roberts of
Duke University. He will deliver an address entitled Transformation Which Change Dimension.
•
NOTICE TO JUNIORS
AND SENIORS
Juniors and seniors who are
planning, to attend the JuniorSenior are asked .to scratch their
names on a mastei
vhich
wjU be placed i:
Juice
Shop next Wedi
iid Thursday, March 23 and 24. Those
planning to have dates are asked
to place a check mark besides
•their names after scratching them
out.
The Junior-Senior committee
must have this information very
soon in order to estimate the
number of people who will attend.

S^ *76ete T&atda
"There are only two uses for
corncobs and Sears and Roebuck
has replaced, one of them."
. . . "Little Amino" Langston
"When necking starts, failure
is sure to follow."
. . . "Big Stoop" Nowack
"There are three ways to do
a thing—the right way, the wrong
way, and the sophomore way."
. . . "Buck" Brazeale
". . . my remarks are not always designed to be helpful."
/ ... "uh, uh" Wood
"It is! possible to make a hundred on this quiz."
. . . "Weed" Rutledge
"Der Bleistift liegt auf den
Tisch."
. . . P-Hund Rhyne

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M'
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Clemson Band Going To New
York
Men
Want a five-day trip to New*
York this summer, with ail expenses paid, quarters in the
Roosevelt Hotel, and entertainment planned for the whole time
Something new has been dis- you are there?
covered about the nutritious qualIf you are a Clemson student
ity of milk.
and
c.an play a musical instruScience reported today that
milk, because of its , high protein ment, you may go along on this
Gaynelle Williams, daughter of
value, is an important source of trip.
Professosr W. Bratton Williams of
niacin. a vitamin required by the
The occasion is the Lions Inter- the School of Textiles and Mrs.
body for normal health.
Williams, has been chosen to renational
Convention. South Caro- ceive the annual Daughters of
Working on a four-year research project at the University lina's Lions Clubs have incited the American Revolution "Good
of Wisconsin under the sponsor- the Clemson College Band to help Citizenship Award"' as the outship of the National Dairy Council, represent this state at the con- standing girl student in her seChicago, Dr. Elvehjem and his
nior class at Calhoun-Clemson
associates point out that niacin's vention. Two cars have been re- high school.
dietary values became known in served for the musicians on a
Miss "Williams wa£ chosen on
the search for a cure for pellagra, special Lions trairj which is leav- the basis of dependability, sera skin disease with a history of ing for New YOWL July 1G, and vice, leadership, and patriotism.
several thousand fatalities annureturning July 21; reservations at
ally, particularly in the southern
part of the United States. Pa- the Roosevelt Hotel have been Officers Can Apply For
tients fed milk improved in health made for seventy-five men.
but no one seemed to understand
However, only approximately Air ROTC Assignment
why. More recent research dis- thirty-five regular members of
The U. S. Air Force is acceptcloses that milk 'prevents early
signs of niasin deficiencies which the Clemson Bani' are able to go, ing, applications from officers now
may occur even in persons who ROTC camp andjbther difficulties on active duty for assignment 'to
think they are well nourished.
preventing the rest. Therefore, Air ROTC duty next fall.
The University of Wisconsin there are places ?or approximateApproximately 250 officers will
study provides proof that milk,
ly forty student| musicians who be accepted in all grades, with asgenerally thought to be low in
niacin content, acquires an abund- are not members of the ROTC signments ranging from unit' inance of the much-needed vitamin band.
structors to commanding officers.
for health from the protein in the
Veteran students who are in- Those selected will be permitted
milk through the process of syn- | terested heed not worry about obto specify the college or university
thesis in the body.
| taining a uniform. For the one where they desire to be stationed,
parade of the convention, which subject to requirements of the
| takes place on Monday, white j ,program and approval of insti, shirts and pants, black shoes, tutional authorities.
socks, and ties, maroon sashes,
The additional officers will
and caps with white covers B4ill bring the Air Force ROTC inO. The electric lie detector, one be worn. There will be no re- structor program to approxiof the best known of the crime quirements concerning dress at
mately 700, the number necessary
detection devices, has what new
any other time.
to implement the Air ROTC proapplication?
The Administration has an- gram after the Air Force assumes
A."It can serve industry in job
interviews by helping spot alert- nounced that students in good complete jurisdiction July-1, 1949.
ness and in the screening of standing will be excused from
The officers selected will attend
workers for any tendency to - Summer School for the trip.
the
Academic Instructors Course
sabotage. Incidentally, the lie de
Any student, veteran or cadet,
tector's technical name, is psy- who thinks he is qualified music- at Craig Air Force Base, Selma,
chointegroammeter.
ally and is interested in going, Alabama, during the spring and
Q. Electric fences are prevent- should contact John Bell, Band receive their ROTC assignments
ing railroad wrecks by rock falls. Company Commander, in room upon completion of the course.
How?
They will report for ROTC duty
-6-201 by Tuesday, March 22.
A. Installed along bluffs or in
The group which is to make the intime to assist in working out the
other danger zones, they auto- trip will oegin practicing around Fall ROTC program and curriculum.
matically set block signals in stop the first of May.
Applications for the ROTC asposition when a fence is broken
signments should be made in acby a rock fall.
cordance with Air Force Letter
Q. How much did inadequate
35-35, dated January 12, 1949.
street lighting cost the insurance
The last day upon which applicacompanies last year?
tions will be accepted at ContiA. Traffic authorities estimate"
nental Air Command headquarthe total as $216,000,000, includA new electrical device for deing traffic accident claim adjust- horning calves in less than one- ters has been changed from Mar.
ments, wage loss, compensation, fifth the time required with pres- 15 to April 15.
doctor bills and property damage. ent methods has been announced
Q. What is the most important by J. P. LaMaster, head of the
single device for measuring elec- South Carolina Experiment Statrical quantities?
tion's ;dairy department.
"The new method has been so
A. The watthour meter, on
which power suppliers depend it: j successful experimentally that for
FRIDAY, MARCH 18
billing their customers about" $3,- \ the past six months all new calves
:
800,000,000 annually.
in our dairy herd at Clemson have 'WHEN MY BABY
Q. How many feet of electrical I been electrically dehorned," Mr
LaMaster said.
SMILES AT ME"
wire in an average size home?
The experimental electrical deA. About 1,500. It is being prowith Betty Grable, Dan Dailey
horner consists of a conventional
duced at the rate of 6,000,000,000
soldering
iron
with
a
specially
feet a year, three times the preSATURDAY, MARCH 19
war record to keep- pace with modified head or tip. Placing the
home and commercial construc- hot iron in contact with the hornThe Nation's Sensation
producing cells located at the base
tion.
of the hornbutton kills the cells
Q. How many states now tour and prevents the horn from detheir highways with magnetic veloping.
sweepers to keep down the flat . Only .about.two and a half minCASH
H AWARD IN
NOW
tire toll?
.utes are required to complete the
A., Eight—Arkansas,
Kansas, dehorning operation by the elecMinnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, trical method. This compares
Nebraska, North Dakota and Ok- f^with thirteen and a half minute?
ON THE SCREEN
lahoma. The sweepers are trucks for the same operation when using
equipped with huge electro-mag- liquid caustic and 19 minutes with
"LOW COMPANY'
nets. An average of six pounds of caustic stick. The electrical detire-damaging metal per mile per horning method is not only faster
with Belita
ear is reported collected, at an than the caustic, but is less painaverage cost of about $2.20 a ful to the animal and completely
MONDAY, TUESDAY,
mile.
bloodless. ■
MARCH 21, 22
Q. Electrical manufacturers put
Based on this" information, an
their product materials through electrical dehorner is now being
"BLOOD ON THE
protracted torture chamber tests. manufactured by a national elecHow severe are they?
trical firm and will soon be availMOON"
A. One steel specimen, tested to able in the South. This device
determine how a given alloy will consists of an electric soldering
with Robert Mitchum
carry on as part of a turbine gen- iron with three interchangeable
erator, has just emerged after six heads. One is a small head for
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
years under a temperature of a dehorning calves up to one month
MARCH 23, 24
thousand degrees F. and a stress of age, another a medium-sized
of 6,000 pounds. Once scientists head for calves one to two months
"WAKE OF THE
have checked change from its old, and the third a large head for,
original dimensions, the specimen calves up to three months of age.
RED WITCH"
will be stretched until it breaks. A conventional soldering iron
with John Wayne
Q. How many different kinds head for general farm use is also
included
in
the
outfit.
and sizes of electric lamps arc
used in homes?
A. More than 200.
Q. Electric blankets won't overheat. Why?
A. The automatic bed covers
STONE BROTHERS
are equipped with foolproof safety thermostats.
CIVJLIAN & MILITARY CLOTHES
Q. Shirt manufacturers and
laundries have found a new use
for electric sun lamps. What is
it:
Complete Outfitters to Men,
A. Bleaching out scorch.
Q. How much work can a oneYoung Men, and Students
eighth horsepower electric motor
do on the farm?
A. As much as one hard-woring farmhand.
Q. Where is lead used in the
108 N. Main Street
greatest volume?
A. In the electrical and chemiGREENVILLE, S. C.
cal fields. Storage batteries and
electrical cable coverings account for nearly half of the consumption in the United States.
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Milk Proved To Be
Great- MedL Aid
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Scabbard and Blade, Clemson's highest military fraternity, will be honored at Military Ball on
March 18-19, and members of the organization have chosen these eight lovely girls as sponsors.
Top row, left to right, Miss Doris Weatherford of Winthrop College and Charleston for Cadet Colonel John Richbourg, Miss Betty K. Wilson of Conerse College and CharlottesviUe, Va., for Cadet
Lt. Col. Giles F. Lewis, Miss Libby Bagwell of Furman University and Greenville for Cadet Major
Doug Baifieici. and Miss June Herlong of Winthrop College and Johnston for Cadet Capt. William
Raufbn. Bottom row, Miss Betty Joyce Hiller of Greenville for Cadet Capt. R. E. Hiller, Jr., Miss
Betty Grubbs of Aiken for Cadet Capt. George S. Pardue, Miss Flsie Ray Lewis of Fairmont, N. C,
for Cadet Lt. David R. Parish, and Miss Janis Ballentine of Salem College and Anderson for Cadet
Lt. Col. Clyde Herron. Music for the twa dance series will be furnished by the Brigadiers.

Council of Club Presidents Organized,
Forty-Four Clubs Are Represented
♦

Poet's Corner
By Jack Bradfield
YOUR LOVE I KNOW
The daubs from Nature's brush that are the dawn,
The crystal drops at morn that are the dew,
The single pearly gleam in baby's yawn—
They each recall how much that I love you.
For as the morning wakes the world to bliss
With warming magic in each rosy blush,
'Twas so my heart awoke at our first kiss,
And knew the warmth of love to see you blush.
And as the early shadows sparkle 'til
The sun has drawn each radiant drop to breast,
Each hour I've spent with you will linger still
A precious gem in memr'ys treasure chest.
So if sometimes my eyes should fill and oyerflfow,
'Twill be_ for joy because yeur love I know.
KITTENS
A cuddley kitten is so sweet
And two will play together fine.
They'll wash and stay all clean and neat
And really act just quite divine.
But if you think that cats are quiet
And models of propriety,
\ou just don't know the awful riot
That they can start when you have three!
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Are college bookstore prices too
! high? According to E. O. Fuller,
manager of the University of Wyoming bookstore, "Textbooks are
too darned high. Students are
being hijacked—but we can do
nothing. Wa^ are forced to sell
books at list'price. If we do not,
the publishers will not send the
books to us."
One of the reasons why the average .college bookstore cannot
buy more second-hand books, a
recent survey disclosed, is that
teachers sometimes require a
change of texts, without having
exercised enough care to see that
a change in the textbook is really
necessary. Thus even though the
discarded edition and the new edition are substantially the same,
the older edition has become dead
stock.
•'Publishers have a racket,"
stated Fuller. "If they are going
to have a new printing, they get
the author to change one line so
that the old edition cannot be

Clemson Student's Always Welcome

MAYFASR GRILL
nderson, S. C.

Forty-four campus organizations were represented at the
first meeting of the new Council
of Club Presidents, which was
held last Wednesday night, March
9, in the College Chapel.
Several points of interest were
brought up, discussed, and disposed of in rapid-fire order, with
no time wasted on side issues.
Items mentioned were Senior
Day activities, the parking situation, the "honor system", the
club calendar, and a clean-up
campaign for the campus.
The clubs and other organizations represented were:
Freshman Class
Senior Class
Ipoay
Sigma Pi Sigma
Kappa Alpha Sigma '
Mu Beta Psi
Phi Kappa Phi
Alpha Chi Sigma
Alpha Tau Alpha
Iota aLambda Sigma
Minarets
Sigma Tau Epsilon
ASAE
ASCE
■ Dairy Club
Delt^a Sigma Nu
FFA •
Physics Club
Y Cabinet
Junior Y Council
Canterbury Club
Hillel-Brandeis Club
Nawman Club
Wesley Foundation
Freshman Y Council
Senior Council
Blue Key
Tiger Brotherhood
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Psi Omega
Little Theater
Block "C"
Executive Sgts.
Pershing Rifles
Scabbard and BladeSenior Platoon
Glee Club
Tiger
Agrarian
Clarendon-Clemson Club
Cherokee-Clemson Club
Williamsburg-Clemson Club
Anderson-Clemson Club
Beta Sigma Chi

used.
"Exhibition A—A new edition
of a history book came out exactly
the same as the old except for a
one-half 'page of outline map of
the United States. The teacher
refused to let the students buy
the old one, of which the bookstore
had several copies,
because,
'When I get before a class and
say, 'Turn to page 17 to look at.
the map,' it won't be there an<i
they'll laugh at me."

-flBBOtfs;
MCNS

SHOP"

SENECA. S.C

Questions And
Answers

Calves Dehorned
>By Electricity

k
building, Newman Hall. When completed, it
the Nl
Cftib activities, such as meetings
students themselves are dchig most of the work

KAS Elects Baker,
Picks 14 New Mem.

on their planned
will be used for
and socials. The
on the 'building.^

Speakers For Coming
Vesper Services Told

On Sunday, March 20, Rev.
Everett Gill, Jr.. of Richmond,
Va., will be the speaker. He will
speak on the topic, "South America Calling." On March 17, Mr.
Eugene Turner will be Vesper
speaker. Mr. Turner was for a
number of year with the International. YMCA Board and served
in China for several years. Mr.
Turner is a graduate of Ware
Forest College' and at one time
served as YMCA Secretary at
Georgia Tech. He has been a
visitor on the Clemson campus
at various times and will be here
several days the latter part of
March to visit with student
Fourteen new members, known groups and neighboring high
as "Boll Weevils," were installed schools.
at the meeting. They are W. B.
S. Boykin, V. R. Barker of Allendale, M. C. Jenkins of Allendale,
B. F. Drake of Pelzer, F. D. Sease
of Ehrhardt, J. O. Gaines of j
Townville, and C. M. Brown of j
Oswego.
Seneca, S. C.
Also, J. S. Ulmer of North, W. j
W. Lynn of Filbert, W. E. Berry
USED FURNITURE AND
of Elloree, W. W. Allen of Spartanburg, W. H. Marlowe of McPLUMBING FIXTURES
Clellanville, M. A.. Langston of
Wholesale and Retail
Timmonsville, and E. A. Garner
of Ashburn, Ga.

George H. Baker, agronomy:
i
senior of Cades, was elected president of Kappa Alpha~ Sigma,
Clemson chapter of the American I
Society of Agronomy, at the regu- i
lar meeting of March 8.
Other officers elected at the
meeting are W. M. Steedly of
Bamberg, * vice-president; R. C.
Smith of Bishopville, secretary;
N. R. Salley of Salley, treasurer;
W. H. Craven of Bamberg, historian; and W. B. S. Boykin, parliamentarian.

mmnmi co.

POP QUIZ
$225 00

What makes it worth having ?
BYJTSELF, a Bell telephone is useless. What,
makes it so valuable to you is that it brings
the world within easy speaking distance when cgnj
nected to the Bell System network.
This network has billions of parts. All had to be,
designed and manufactured to work together for,
good telephone service.
^
To assure a dependable source of good equip-)
ment that will work together with all other parts of:
the nation-wide telephone network, Westei-n Electric ||
long ago was made the manufacturing unit of the.
Bell System.
• As members of the Bell System, Western Electric
people can work most closely with Bell research people
' who design equipment and Bell Telephone company
people who operate it. Result: You get the most dependable, most valuable telephone service on earth.* \ 2

SYSTEM SINd 18.82;
—^
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limesione Choir Sings AS YIC4

%¥ Men

Future Farmers' Club Initiates j§5
And Banquets New Members

Ten new members were formally
• into Sigma Tau
al arts and sciences
last Thursday
nitiation took
M. Kinard's classing,
or membership, a
: taking his major
School of Arts
and must have
point ratio of
5.CO cr above until his junior

♦
The regular meeting of the ]
Clemson Collegiate Chapter of the i
i Farmers of America vfras1
held on Tuesday evening March jjg
' 7:00 p. m. - included a >
business session and an informal
Ejasj
good groomiori for the new members.
ver may b
eqtup- Alter the initiation ceremonies, ing as well as technical ability
refreshments were serve
and know-how, play their part in
•■•el of Soviet science if :? a
The following new members
•
helpinga student land an attracirries a tremendous har
were taken into the. organization,
nitiated last week are:
tive
-jobs
in
industry,
judging
by
Dr. C
and are now classified as "Grees
if New-berry, W. L.
the Gen : Hands": R.. F. Taylor, vocational nine factors for successful intercr, N. C. Wesviews
outlined
by
E.
Rabins
oral Electric Cr^rn
i ai
gricvltural education sophomore gar*, director of placement at
singer of Springfield, J. H. Rice of
rector of
'.! of Gilbert; C. F. Carmichacl, vc- Lehigh University, in .a new bookCharleston. B. G. McCall of ElFebri
o before n : catio^nl agricultural education
lerbee. N. C, H. B. Ligon of Iva,
let, "Senior Placement Informa'vtich
"
ian of Fork: j. Q. Gcrrald, tion." Kt-re are Morgan's points:
R. E. Hiller of Greenville, J. C. S.
Pioneers, on the oecas
ricultural engineering' sbphoRivers of Charleston, J. P., Dob"Before entering .
rview.
102nd anniversary of S
bins of Spartanburg, and R. F.
ore of Galivants Ferry; B. Mul- know something about the size
birth.
ijn, vocational agricultural edu- of the company.
Collins of Greenville.
mcial
has been announced by the cation sophomore of Chadbourn. standing, the location of its prinSoviet press recently." Dr. Suits N. C: and G. F. Hammond, voca- cipal plants, its products and
added, "that certain concepts of tional agricultural education their uses.
cs for example the exclusion sophomore of Seneca.
"Be well groomed. Your clothes
principle due to Pauli. were reAlso, Hal Davis, vocational ag- nood not be expensive, but they
:■: members of Sigma Tau Epsilon, arts and
nounced as degenerate capitalistic ricultural education freshman of should be clean and otherwise
:
ideas to be eliminated by Soviet Townville; J. M. Tate, animal presentable.
through a par: of '..
- last
husbandry sophomore of Gaftney; ' "Be cordial in greeting an in- j Thursday
scientists.
C.
C.
Howard,
vocational
agriculterviewer. This is good
"Imagine the chaos that would
be created if American electrical tural education junior of Pickens; ness as well as good manners. :
engineers were told: 'Ohm was a C. L. Sellers, vocational agricul- You like a firm handshake and a ,
degenerate capitalist. Ohm's law tural education senior of Mount genial smile—so does the interis a reactionary concept which Croghan; S. L. Caulder, vocational viewer. 1
DINNER JACKET;,
must be eliminated from our agricultural education sophomore
"Be yourself. Affectations are
technology. Not to do so shall be of Lake City; R. B. CVilp. voca- readily discernible even to inD QUBLI
a crime against the state.' In this j tional agricultural education experienced persons and they do
sophomore oi
of Waxhaw,
N. L;.;
C; <Jjf
G. not give favorable impressions,
country we have recently gone a ' sopnomore
waxnaw, IN.
long way toward the left, but for- . H. Furse, vocational agricultural | „sit cornfortablv erect in, your
tunately, the repeal of the laws of education Junior of Summerton; chah.
physics is not being contemplat and W. T. Cook, vocational agri"Be at ease.
cultural education sophomore of
ed."
"Show your interest in the
-RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
Right now, more power to
Owings.
type of employment being offerAlthough efforts made in the
-ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
you in your studies and
ed.
-AUTHORIZED HOT POINT APPLIANCES
last two sessions of Congress failyour sports. And later,
"Let your speech be artic;
-ADMIRAL RADIOS
ed to establish a National Science
The interviewer has the right to
more power FOR you . . .
Foundation with its over-all plan
j know what you are saying.
when you want it for your
for the national support of sci"To be cocky is inexcusable. It
Seneca, S. C.
ence in this country," he said,
business or home. We're
: is not business-like, it is not cour"great progress has been made in
expanding now so we'll
; teous, and it is not profitable."
developing and extending our
be
ready to serve you.
According to Morgan the three
scientific strength. The sponsor,-,
,
.„
.
.
,
deciding
factors
in
placement
are
ship and Support of this progress
Record crops in 1fl
1948, favorable ,
°
».,;,
*z
...
character, abilitv and personality.
has come partly from industry,
HOUSEWARE
SPORTING GOODS
character
:| prospects for crop output in 1949. „The
value of good
partly from the great foundations,
and
an
improving
world
food
situneeds
explanation
to
those
only
and partly from governmental
agencies such as the Atomic En- ation generally are likely to ere- who do not possess it. A college
ergy Commission and the Office vent any important gains in prices msn"scholastic standing, participation
of Naval Research."
Anderson/ S. C.
of farm products and food this in extra-curricula activities, and
Dr. Suits praised the U. S. Navy spring. This statement is given in •
wledge
current
even:
of
for its support of science. "The the Farm Situation and Outlook p■ kn0
war-time success of scientific
weapons was so convincing that recently released by the Departthe Navy's attitude has become ment of Agricultural Economies''
strongly scientific," he stated. of Clemson Extension Service.
"Even the support of basic sci"Neither does the outlook indience is now a matter of funda- cate a substantial downturn, almental Navy policy. The pro- though it is expected that weak
gram of fundamental research spots will continue to appeal
support, initiated in the Office of a downward trend, or leveling off
Naval Research under Admiral H. of prices of farm products wil"
G. Bowen, is being continued by continue in line with available
Rear Admiral T. A. Solberg at the and prospective supplies and con-"
current rate of about S20,000,000 surher demand," the economists
per year.
'add.
"This money, which is being
They point out that preliminary
spent principally in universities," reports indicate that gross income
he continued, "has been adminis- jn South Carolina for 1948 was
tered with outstanding com-per slightly larger than hi 1943 ana
tence. In-the continuing absence. that production expenses also inof a National Science Foundation, creased. Consequently, the net
ONR has primed the pump of' income cf South Carolina f armerf
post-war research with grjet- of- in 1948 was lower than in 1947
fectiveness. The universities were which was also true of the nation.
at first very apprehensive con- | as a whole.
cerning the motives behind thisi "High costs of prodtiction anr
program, feeling that the Navy: lower prices for farm products for
would require some aspect of the 1949 emphasize the need for rework to have direct application to ' during unit costs of crop and livenaval weapons. These fears were stock production," they say. "The
unfounded, however, fend at pres- | outlook for most farm prices is
ent ONR funds are trre most im- still such that liberal applications
portant source of support for of fertilizer to increase yields anc
basic scientific research in this cut unit costs wiil be wise," they
country."
declare.
"Also, the providing of adequate
Dr. Suits said trkt some 600 research projects are being support- permanent pastures and permaed by the ONR, most of them for nent grazing; plenty of roughages
small fundamental investigations and ether home-grown feeds
costing less than $20,000. "At such as corn and small grains; and
the recent meeting in New York the following of efficient feeding
of the American Physical 'Soci- and good management practices
ety.'' he remarked, "45 per cent will increase rates of livestock
of the 276 papers presented origi- production and lower unit costs
nated in the government laborato- whether per pound of poultry,
ries or in government supported beef or pork, per gallon of milk,
projects, a statistic which shows or per dozen of eggs," they conthe great extent of government clude.
They suggest that changing ecosupport in American science tonomic conditions make it more
day."
At the same time, he declared, worthwhile than ever to keep ac"American industry, with its tra- curate farm records as a guide
ditional enterprise, has beer, to making changes in the farm
building some tremendous new organization to meet rapidly inlaboratories to house extended creasing-competition and to insure
programs of basic and applied re- greater farm profits.
1 search." In addition to the new :
' quarters of the General Electric
Research Laboratory. Dr. Suits laboratories I-have been privileg\ cited other new industrial labora- Led to see today. But the scientific
; tories at Murray Hill. Bayway > frontier that can be explored with
! and Manville, N. J.: Cleveland such simple tools has receded al'; and Akron, Ohio; Baton Rouge,! most to infinity. To explore toLa., and Wilmington, Delaware, day's great frontier areas 1
• In addition, he said, many im- nucleus of the atom, the region
pressive new research tools are : of supersortc fluid flow, the semibeing built in this country at' conducting"elements,.the consticupresent.
tion of corc-piex matter, the in"In the days of Daniel Boone," frared-radfi spectrum, the resaid the G-E research director, "a gion of absolute zero, and many
good deal of exploring could be: others, requires scientific tools
done with a pack horse, a rifle,! and facilities that are correspondsome shot and dry powder. The ingly complex."
—mild, ripe, light tobacco. No wonder more indepeny
Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're
regions of the earth that can be
Dr. Suits said that American
dent
tobacco experts—auctioneers, buyers and ware->- ]
explored with simple equipment: science is "acquiring tremendous
low ... calms you down when you're tense—puts
housemen—smoke Luckies regularly than the next two
have been mostly worked over, f momentum. The next few years
you on the Lucky level! That's why it's so important
however, and the modern Daniel: will certainly bring a flood cf
leading bralids combined! Get a carton of Luckies today!
to remember that LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINETOBACCO
Boone uses airplanes, helicopters, j new scientific facts to replenish
magnetometers and seismographs j the stockpile from which we
draw so heavily for the defense
lo his work.
"The same thing is true of the of the nation a few years ago. In
• scientific frontier today. Edison, spite of the tremendous efforts
one of the Daniel Boones of sci- which have gone, and are going,
' ence, was able to make his re- into research, science still presents
So round, P» firm, so fully packed — so free and easy on the draw
markable inventions with the sim- an endless frontier to challenge'
COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COHFA
ple facilities and equipment of the future generations of pioneers."

How To Lend Job
By
cing urnce

Suits Sees Saiief
Science Stymied
By Socia! SerMo!

■

The Limestone College Choir is shewn as it renders a N
sjjir.ual in the Clemson College YMCA auditorium.- The girls
gave a concert there right after dinner Tuesday to a packed
house. Only the call oi' the two o'clock lab forced many of the
students attending to leave before the end of the program. The
rest remained and called far more when the lovely singers had
completed their program.

Air Corps Cadets to Get
All-Jet Advance Training
A U. S. Air Force program U*
give aviation cadets in adv.
fighter training their entire
ing course in jet-propelled aircraft has been completed w:
.graduation of aviation cadet class
49-A.
John Dent, textile manufacIncluded in the class graduat- turing sophomore of Columbia,
ing at Williams Air Force Base, was nominated for the presiChandler. Arizona, last week were
14 student pilots' who flew the dency of the State Baptist StuLockheed F-80 Shooting Star dent Union for 1949-'50 at a
throughout their advanced course. meeting of BSU representatives
a 14 students represent the of the 19 chapters. Nomination
final step in a program which be- is tantamount to election, but an
gan in January, 1947, when a
small selected group of aviation election will be held at the Bapcadets at Williams AFB became tist students' Spring Retreat at
the first USAF student pilots to Rock Hill, April 29-30, and May
•.receive jet training prior to grad- 1.
Charles S
'
esident of the
uation. This first group received
I about 20 hours flying time in Clemson chapter, and Jim Spanjets compared to 49-A"s students ; genberg, minister of students,
who compiled approximately 90 represented Clemson at the nomflying hours on the F-80 as stu- inations.
Other nominees are Joe Jones
dent pile
Future classes at the Williams of The Citadel for enlistment
•AFB Fighter School will also re- vice president, Bill Huckaby of
ceive training on jet-propelled the University of South Carolina
aircraft and the percentage of i for social vice president, Elizathose receiving their' entire train- j beth Lynch of the Fiirman Wo| ing on jets will gradually increase. | many's College for devotional
In addition the class included vice president, Marian Adams of
sop for secretary, and Jua68 stu
d in
nita Guthrie of Spartanburg Ju[both the F-80
(American F-51 Mustang. World: nior College for treasurer.
ninated for chairmen were
j War II fighter airplane. A total of >
73 received all' their training on Mamie Lou Loftis of Baptist HosIlartin
[F-51s. The class included one
of Limestone for magazines, Betstudent from E.
V George Hudson of Converse
I dents from Greece.
for music, Frances Garrison of
This total of 174 makes
John
Ithe largest post-war class
■ summer
graduated at the Fighter School. work and
.on. Elizabeth
248 Class 49-A befor Ridgecrest,
gan flying training at
Claude Huguley of Furman for
3ar>. Antonio.
Ann
f Texas.
"ton of Lander for 'Y. W. A
Iher group of
Namoi MeCracken, memI cadets graduated
ber of the faculty , of Co:
j engine training at Barksdalc AFB,
gc, was nominated for faculi Shrevepcrt. Louisiana, at
;scr.
me
Ivanced flying training in North
training lasts four months. InAmerican B \;on on the F-80 included
I bom:
IIA third group of 49-A students navigation, altitude flying, night,
I graduated from advanced multi- instrument, and formation. Upon
graduation all newly-commissionI engine traiJ
ed pilots were assigned to tactical
I Oklahoma.
All cadets receive about 170 organizations throughout the
I hours on North American T-6 USAF.
The Lockheed F-80 is a 600 mile
[single engine trainers in basic
an hour jet fighter with a ceiling
I training and approximately
000 feet. It is powered by
[hours in advanced. The 14 sellected students who flew F-80s an Allison J-33 turbo jet engine
furnishing 4,600 pounds of take(received an additional 20 houa
off thrust. The 14 aviation cadets
Ithe T-6 upon arrival al
were originally checked out on
I AFB to familiarize them wit
1 local flying area and for instru- the TF-80, a twin-cockpit trainer
ment flying practice. Advanced version of the standard F-80.

Dent Nominated For
BSU Presidency

HOK
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More Power
To You!

No Rise In Price
Of Form Products
Seen This Spring

MORGAN ELECTRIC SERVICE

DUKE

P.QWER COMPANY

1.&/AI.F.T-Itecfy Stake Mean* fine TbAacea

"They always show up around finals time.*
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'You can't Please All The People All The Time'
The Clemson student body, never satisfied, has this
week focused its concerted criticism upon the Central Dance
Association, the organization that plans, directs, and sponsors all Clemson dances. The reason that these aggregate
gripes are directed at the members who go to make up this
. club is evident; a dance has been announced and the CDA
has once again taken upon itself the task of pleasing at one
and the same time the faculty, the students, the students'
dates, and various other widely dissociated persons.
And it looks as if they missed again. All-these people
never have been pleased at once, and it's a safe bet that they
. pever will be.,,.
Despite this logical conclusion, the CDA keeps trying,
.,„and has gone all out in its efforts to attempt to apply any
constructive criticism offered. And some of those suggestions have really been wild ones.

By Ted Gregory
An All-Time Jazz Hall of Fame
poll was taken last month by a
group of music critics. The older
school of jazz shared honors with
swing present-day musicians. No
jazzman, dead or alive, was barred, which brought back to light a
number of famed names of the
'twenties and 'thirties. Among
these were Jelly Roll Morton on
piano, Johnny Dodds and Jimmy
Noone on clarinet, Charlie Christian on guitar, and blues singer
Bessie Smith.
The first three places are listed
in order for each instrument. On
trumpet are Louis Armstrong,
Dizzy Gillespie, and Miles Davis.
Bill Harris, Kid Ory, and Jack
Teagarden are on trombone. Benny Goodman headed the clarinet
list, with Johnny Dodds and Jimmy Noone close seconds. Coleman Hawkins, Charlie Ventura,
and Flip Phillips were tops in the
tenor sax section. On alto sax,
Johnny Hodges, Charlie Parker,
and Benny Carter. The baritone
sax group is composed of Harry
Carney, Serge Chaloff, and Ernie
Caceres. Jelly Roll Morton led
the piano poll, with Teddy Wilson
and Art Tatum running.close. On
drums are Gene Krupa, Baby
Dodds, and Dave Tough. The
top bass players are Pope Foster,
Eddie Safranski, and Jimmy Blanton. Chirlie Christian. ran away
with the guitar players. Red
Narvo and Lionel Hampton didn't
have any trouble winning the
vibes poll.
A poll was also taken for the
By Howell Arthur
four best all-time records. On
top of this list was Coleman
LESS NOISE
be another aspect of the reawakening which Hawkins' "Body and Soul." Second was Louis Armstrong's "West
committee has been appointed by Blue has been taking place lately in campus ser- End Blues," with Jelly Roll Morton's "Dr. Jazz Stomp" running a
to attempt to find a solution to the prob- vice organizations.
close third. Fourth, and the best
of the bunch in my opinion, was
of noise in the veteran Mess Hall durBIG NOISE
Bunny Berigan's "I Can't Get
the regimental sergeant-major's readStarted."

Talk of the Town

A
Key
lem
ing
Another of Blue Key's projects lately has
{m .i | ■
ing of announcements affecting both vetbeen
to issue to the presidents of all other
Have A CDA?
erans and cadets.
clubs, fraternities, and societies a news-letEssentially, Blue Key's idea is to inauguIn considering the problem, it is necessary to think
ter, telling of Blue Key activities during the
about just why Clemson has the Central Dance Association. rate a propaganda campaign which will past few. weeks, along with, a letter suggestPrevious to its conception, the hops at Clemson were hand- show the veterans the iniquity of talking
ing that they follow Blue Key's example.
led by four separate organizations, each representing one of and eating while the announcements are bethe four classes. This plan proved ineffective, since the ing made. Through the use of poster^ dis- The presidents were asked to meet in the
College Chapel on Wednesday night of last
four groups were continually getting in each other's way.
played in the Mess Hall and handbills, placed
week. The result is an organization which
They planned dances on conflicting dates, none had .the
on tables, it will remind them that they will
"tlnaTid'al stability to really put on a Clemson dance; in short,
could do a lot of good.
virtual competition between the four groups was detrimen- be able to hear notices of telephone calls
For instance, it could be the nucleus of a
and telegrams better ifi they will remain
tal to any danee-spon soring organization.
student government which would operate
To alleviate this consternation, the faculty, and student quiet during the thirty to sixty seconds remore to the liking of more students than
body pushed the formation of the CDA. Its sole purpose quired for announcements to be read. It
was to be the executive nucleus which staged Clemson's will point out that the vets will be able to anything which has been tried before.
There is one black in the kindling hoard,
dances.
learn of special club meetings and other
however, and that is that many of the presispecial occasions more easily if they will
dents have so much to do already—so many
observe the silence. As a part of the plan,
What's Wrong With The CDA?
meetings to attend and so much extra-curi i
\
it has been suggested that only announcericular work to handle—that they would not
No one attempts to question the efficiency of such a ments of interest to vets be made.
be
able to go to meetings of this all-students
• plan. The main gripe is that all voice has been taken away
No one but the vets themselves stand to
from the students,, and our dances are now engineered by a
council.
^domineering autocracy to its own best benefit. The CDA benefit from this "shut-up campaign". Blue
The news-letter idea undoubtedly is a
■ counters with the comeback that the students do not give Key acts merely as a pusher to get the ball good one. It can lead to coordination berolling. No one, furthermore, will , be
them enough cooperation.
tween organizations which can bring about
A plausible method to stop this bickering would be for forced to do anything. If the vets want to
a
great deal of reform. As George Fant,
the student body to elect CDA members from a group of men hear the announcements, all right. ,If they
co-signer of the Blue Key letter wib. Presinominated by the CDA. That plan, by the way, would break don't care to, that's all right, too.
the monopolies found in a lot of Clemson organizations.
The idea, at any rate, seems to be a good dent Earle Morris, points out, duplicity in
Both the CDA and the Concert committee are vulner- one. Certainly no harm can be done, and the selection of projects could be eliminated
able to another'gripe on the part of. students. These stu- a lot of good can be done. This seems to easily were such a plan adopted.
dents, upon whom the success of either a dance or a concert depends, are not truly represented when the time conies
for the artists or bands that will appear to be chosen. Students say that the two contracting groups are made up of
enthusiasts in that particular field who pay more attention
to their own tastes than to those of the students. What appeals to a casual observer does not appeal to the avowed
Rastus: "Ah'll say she do!"
$By Bill Berry
two dollar bill with a note pinned
Sambo: "What dat you say?"
faddist.
Right off let me say that I don't .to it saying, "Keep yo mouf shut
Rastus: "Ah say, she do?"
Perhaps this could be rectified by polling members of want anyone to accuse me of and I'll pay the rest Satidy."
plagarism, and I am ready *to adthe student body before contracts are signed.
mit that I copied these jokes. But
He: "There s something about

$6f& 'pttm* Ot&e% @otlefe 1Rof&

The CDA Is Poverty-Stricken
The CDA's main point of contention is that it has no financial reserve with which to stage dances. If, they say,
they were given a part of the Activity Fee as the Concert
series, publications, and athletic association, they could go
. on and plan good dances without worrying whether tjie
weather is going to make the dance flop and the CDA go
broke. Members of the CDA are now working on a plan
whereby all students' would be asked to jpin a dance club
at the first of the year and then be allowed to attend dances
free of charge as a member of the club. The plan looks
good on paper.
„
The newest, most particular gripe is concerning this
weekend's Military Ball. All except those participants in
the military formalities say they have no inclination to pay
to dance and see "a puppet show put on by a bunch of toy
soldiers." On the other hand, their opponents contend that
Clemson is primarily a military school, and as such, should
| promote such affairs as are being staged this weekend. Perhaps the best solution to this, as well as other, arguments
would be a student body poll.

The Veteran's
Corner
Effect of income taxes on GI
compensation and problems concerning other benefits bring a
stream of questions from veterans. Answers are obtained from
the Veterans Administration and
published in this column by the
Clemson Tiger as a service to
veterans and their dependents.
Q: I am an honorably discharged World War II veteran.
At present, I am in prison for a
minor offense. May I receive a
correspondence course under the
provisions of the GI Bill?
A: Yes. The Veterans Administration makes contracts with approved schools and will pay for
accredited courses, but'' no subsistence allowance will be paid.
Q: I am a World War 1 veteran
and have been working out my
income tax report. Do I have to
show my compensation from VA?
A: Disability compensation is
exempt from federal income tax.
However, this is a matter within
the jurisdiction of the Internal
Revenue Bureau.
Q: I would like to know why
the pension I had been receiving
under the law is now called compensation?
A: Public Law 494, 79th Congress, provided that the term
"compensation" be applied to all
service-connected
disability or
death benefits paid/ through Veterans Administration.
Q: What income limitation provision is attached to the pension
I will get as the widow of a soldier who died in a Japanese
prison?
A: No income provisions are
applicable to compensation payable for service connected death.

(Veterans wishing further information regarding
veteran's
benefits may have their quesnews- tions'* answered by contacting the
Shot— VA Office, 207 North Main St.,
Anderson Building, Anderson, S.
C.)
underbe the

Headline in New York
I am not saying where. And you you that makes me '6razy about paper: "Father of Ten
can also see the name of this you."
Mistaken for Rabbit."
column hate been changed, but the
She: "My, goodness!"
policy remains the same.
He: "Don't be ridiculous
Be friendly with your
taaker.
Remember, he'll
"Just think of it!" exclaimed
Whoever named it necking was
last one to let you down.
the romantic young bride, "a few woefully ignorant of anatomy!
lines mumbled over your head
Old Lady: "Doctor, were you in Gaily trods the puddle pusher
and you're married."
"Yes," agreed the old cynic, the war?''
Splashing water as it goes,
Doctor: "Yes, madam, I was a Nor a watchful eye for Suzie
"and a few lines mumbled in
your sleep and you're divorced." naval surgeon."
Silken clad from head; to toes.
Old Lady: "My! My! How you He could walk around the puddle,
young men do specialize."
Oh, but no, he must go thru,
A poem:
Nothing quite like playing mud
Jack and Jill went up the hill
George: "I'm a bit worried
pies,
Upon a moonlight ride;
about my wife. She was talking
Swell for him, but how 'bout
When Jack came back
in her sleep and saying, 'No,
you!
One eye was black,
Frank; no, Frank'."
He has on his great sylwester,
You see, his friend had lied.
Joe: "Well, what are you worFishing boots, and Mackinaw,
At the height of the sermon, ried about? She said, 'No,' didn't While trailing Suzie carries home
The "newest look" you ever saw.
the colored reverend paused and she?"
—Syracuse Daily Orange.
said, "We will now take the colIt was their first date and
lection, an' I want to say thars a
At the chemistry prof was tryman in here dats bin runnin' they were both thinking .of the
roun wif anudder man's wife; same thing. She called it men- ing to explain to a co-ed in his
ifen he don't put $5.00 in de plate, tal telepathy. He called it be- class about preservatives.
"Paint is a perservative," he
I'se gwine to call his name out ginner's luck.
said, looking at the girl's rosy
to the brothers an' sisters."
And when the money was
Sambo: "You know, Rastus, dat cheeks. "That should explain why
counted there were eleven five- every time Ah kisses my wife you'll probably live longer than
your husband."—The Daily Texan.
dollar bills in the plate; and a she closes her eyes and holler."

VkVct jayj

HEY,MAC.' DONTRlSK LOSING
¥OUR MONEY.BY SENDING CASH
TO PAY YOUR GI INSURANCE
PREMIUMS...INSTEAT>;S;END A
CHECK OR MONEY CfePER
IN THE SPECIAL YELLOW
PREMIUM ENVELOPE

For full information contact your nearest

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION office

that Rat Beall is enjoying his for the Cadet Corps. Watch that
role in the Little Theater's "Ar- boy's speed.
senic and Old Lace" 'til it hurts.
OSCAR SAYS
that Peebles is. still telling;
-OSCAR SAYSthat the big hotel could'nt get everything he' knows. Pardon
along without Jack Clegs. His me, did I say knows? I meant
catty remarks and inspirations hears. What would' a head like
are indispensable.
him know?
-OSCAR SAYS-

-OSCAR SAYS-

that if the CDA . doesn't quit
that "Monk" Williams actually
apologizing for itself, the students .spent a weekend at Clemson.
are going to get ideas.
Thought he was in on that peach f
-festival deal, too.
-OSCAR SAYSthat Pat Hance is really getting
-OSCAR SAY5around these days. What's he
that Oscar hears rumors that
bucking for anyway?
"Barfly" is going on guard duty.
Lucky those rifles aren't loaded.
-OSCAR SAYSthat it's not any trouble at all
-OSCAR SAYSto get a date over at the zoo. Jhat Hugh Jenkins had dinner
Lewis Smith can tell you, eh with "ma" Owens last Sunday/
Lover?
Wonder if he ran into any old
grade books lying around the
-OSCAR SAYSthat for a man who's supposed hcuse.
to be going steady, Cotton Rich-OSCAR SAYSardson isn't .letting any grass grow
that somebody accused Gaston
under his feet.
Gage, the long drink of water, of
being Oscar, so he (Oscar) has
-OSCAR SAYSthat Bill Moore had better learn been thinking of retiring lately..
the rules before he accepts an-OSCAR SAYSother offer to referee a Softball
that Gil Harris got an offer last
game.
week from Barnum and Baily to
put his car on exhibition. Hear
-OSCAR SAYSthat if Bob Moorman would he's holding out for fifty dollars.
stay off the golf course a little
-OSCAR SAYS
more the grass might get a
that "Bird" Julian is right upchance to do a little growing.
to character with that cropped . |
hair.
OSCAR SVYS
that Mattison must have some
-OSCAR SAYSdeal back home. Oscar will offer
that Oscar would like to know
a reward to anyone who can why "the big gun" Snipes moped
prove they have seen him here down to Brenau last weekend. A
on the weekend.
release from Erskine states that ,
-OSCAR SAYSthe entire male population there
that Harry Trakas is pretty well thanks him from the bottom of
organized. Wonder which Lime- their hearts.
stone beauty he organized him-OSCAR SAYSself a date with.
that J. C. Scott is so snowed
-OSCAR SAYSthat a shaft would mean disaster.
that the Atlanta road is getting
-OSCAR SAYSto be quite an adventure. You
that the Moose McLin is seri-»
can't tell who might hold you up ously thinking of majoring in
before your journey is'over, eh Public Speaking.
"Colonel"?
-OSCAR SAYSthat Oscar speaks for the stu-OSCAR SAYSthat Merritt has a Block C dent body in saying that Tilley
sweater and come rain or shine, is sorely missed at the "Y."
he's going to wear it.
-OSCAR SAYS-OSCAR
SAYSthat Dent should do unto others
r
that "Sp inkle Burg" is going as he would have them do unto
to give Roberts a run for his him.
money in the coming elections.
-OSCAR SAYSElection, that is.
that Redwood and Techlenburg
better tread lightly at Military
-OSCAR SAYSthat Ed Maney should know by Ball as he (Oscar) will once
now that Anderson is barren again scoop the troops.
ground, and is not worthy of a
-OSCAR SAYSClemson man's time.
that if any of you fellows don't'
-OSCAR SAYShave any idea as to who's responthat Anderson turned out tp be sible for these parades around
all right as far as Chip Cowe is here, you should ask Hen^y Black.
concerned. He didn't have any it seems that CORPORAL Black
trouble.
called a parade in honor of some
visiting Converse heads, or so he<
-OSCAR SAYSthat Sweatman was just made told them.

f

Shmt n Straight
By Charlie Still, Regimental Chaplain
Honesty is the best policy."
'
Well, is it? How about the classroom? And why all
the clamor for as honor system on our campus? Quite a bit
of suport can be found for either side of the "honor system"
controversy, but the first word is Die one that really counts.
"Honor". And it doesn't take very much, thought for all of
us to realize that honor is something yrcater than a man,
or'a llass, or even a rbllege.
No doubt you have heard the expression, "It's not what
he did, it's the principle of the thing." And that's exactly
the case of the honor system.
College has been defined as an "organized search for
truth.." If then in that search the seeker uses dishonest"
and underhanded methods of attaining his ends, he hasn't
found the-real truth, and in many ways lie is actually worse
off than ever. More satisfaction is always felt in accomplishing a hard task than in doing an easy one. Then how J|
can there be any'satisfaction in an "A" gained through unfair use of someone else's effort? Cheating and intellectual
"bumming", are subtle and dangerous enemies of every college student. Th.ey can assume many attractive and misleading forms, but in the end they are all the same. The
student who seemingly employs them to his own advantage'
must eventually realize that he has robbed himcclf more
than anyone else—but it's always too late for him to do anything aboitt it then.
So why not do something about it now? As one professor has said, "We have no honor system, but we can
have honor." Your stand for honesty in the classroom will
mean a great deal—to you, even if to nobody else. But
whether you realize it or not, your influence does affect the
altitudes and actions of those around you.
In the "Codes For Conduct" of an outstanding Southern military school we find the following section: "I
pledge myself to he faithful, honest, and sincere in every act
and purpose, and to know that honorable failure is better
than success by unfairness or cheating."
We have no honor system at Clemson—do we have
honor, Only you can answer; your decision is final.
And remember, honesty is still the best policy.
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Booby King Nominations

Harlwell Dam Project Would Provide
8
Rshirffl, Other h
By Howell Arthur
A boating team and other water s'nprts at Clemson are not-tooremote, possibilities when and if
Congress passes . favorably on a
project which has been submitted for its approval by the Hartwell Steering, Committee of Anderson.
The committee, composed
of
Chairman Wilton E. Hall, Butler

The College
Calendar
March 18 (Friday)
7 g. j rrf.—Missions Conference,
sponsored by Baptist Student
Union;]'Baptist Church. Speaker,
Dr. Everett Gill.
9 pi m.-l a. m .—Military Ball;
Field Horse.
March 19 (Saturday)
2 p. m., 7 p. m.—Missions Conference, fponsored by Baptist
Student Union; Baptist Church.
Speaker, Dr. Everett Gill.
3' p. m.—Intra-squad football
game.
8-a.2-/p. m.—Military Ball, Field
Houses
9-.12> p. m. — Terpsichorean
Dance; Little Gym.
Marchi20 (Sunday)
13:80 a. m.—Missions Conferences-Baptist Church.
Speaker,
Dr. Everett Gill.
2:20, 6:10 p. m.—Vesper Services; i YMCA. Speaker, Dr. Everett'Gill.
March 21 (Monday)
7:30 p. m.—Sage Club; YMCA.
8:30 p. m.—Blue Key; Club
Room.
March 22 (Tuesday)
3>3ff p. m.—Baseball Game;
Clemson vs Newberry.
8iSQ. 'p. m.—Tiger Brotherhood;
Tiger Den.
Match: 23 (Wednesday)
6:45 I p. m.—Church Night for
Campus Churches.
8:30-10:30 p. m.—Naval Resevre
Units; Chemistry Lecture Room.

3. Hars, Louie B. Morris, L. S
Moody, and Edgar A. Brown
chairman and general counsel o<
the Clark's Hill Authority o'
South Carolina, proposes that c
dam be built near Hartwell, Ga
The proposed site is approximately ten miles from Anderson
thirty miles from Abbeville, fort;,
miles from
Greenville,
thirt;
miles from Athens, Ga., and eighty miles from Augusta, Ga. It i
seven miles below the poin
where the Tugaloo River and tlv
Seneca River meet to form the
Savannah River.
If all thte recommendations o
this and other similar commit
tees are accepted, there will be
formed in the valley of the Sa
vannah a network of dams anr
reservoirs similar to the Tennessee Valley Authority. The Hart
well dam and others above" i
would be adjuncts to the Ciarl
Hill Reservoir
already
unde
construction in Georgia.
Its backwaters would rise h
the Seneca River bottoms in th
vicinity of Clemson. The cam
pus itself would not be inundated, but near at hand would be
vacation land which would ofi'e
swimming, fishing, boating, an
hunting to mention but a few. /
planned by the committee, th
dam itself would be of the cor
crete gravity type, and would ex
tend across the river valley. 1
would include a power
nous
and a gravity-type concrete spillway, and would be connectec
with the high ground on eaer
side of the river by rolled eartl
dikes.
A roadway would run acros:
dam, dikes, and spillway for z
total length of 11,050 feet.
Besides
recreation, the
danwould provide floor control, navigation, and power. The last
commodity is the one which i:
expected to foot the bills, for i'
is estimated by prognosticator;
that "the value of this power wil
be sufficient to pay for the cost

PLAYS BOTH LONG PLAY
AND STANDARD RECORDS

Dear Editor:
I want to nominate Carl Moore
for Booby King. As I understand
it, the term' "Booby King" is one
of derision. Everyone at Clemson
knows that there is no one on the
campus who is more deserving of
being derided (derode, deridden)
than Moore.
Everyone who5 sits within an
eight-table radius of him in the
Mess Hall knows one of the reasons for this nomination, because
they all turn around and watch
when they hear the swish-swush
sound which signifies that he has
begun to pack in the vittles. A lot
of people who aren't in the know
think the other seven people whe
eat at his table are chow houndf
because they hang around the
Mess Hall so long after the fina'
rest Hell, they have to. If they
didn't, they'd never get anything
to eat. That (Ed. note: A deletion is necessary here because of
the correspondent's utilization pi
a word the appropriateness o'
whose use cannot be proved without a great deal of trouble.) take
all the bowls on the table as soov
as he gets a chance, and emptie
them into his own plate.
I want to nominate Carl Moore
because he's the best man for th'
job. If I could buy him for fift:
times what he's worth and sol
him for one-fiftieth cf what h<
thinks he's worth, I'd have ;
(large, enameled receptacle nc
longer in extensive use) full o*1
money,* and I'd be able to si'
around on my (easy chair) foi
the rest of my life and do nothing
but cut coupons.
I don't have much money myself, but I think everybody whe
has some will help me elect CARL
MOORE FOR BOOBY KING.
Yours truly,
Bill McCallister

Lovely lasses Jo Stafford (left) and Peggy Lee compare warblmgs n
tune-up for weekly appearances on Chesterfield s"PPer ^'f rad'° s
show. The top gaf singers alternate with Perry Como.on this top =
fifteen minute five-a-week NBC evening show.

That's What Yen Tfank
By PAUL LTi/NSFORD
The Question: Do you think a Physical Education course should
be introduced in the curriculum at Clemson?
Pat Hance, CE, '50, Lancaster—Yes. Most of the boys here don't
oarticipate in any outstanding physical activity end if this cdufss was
introduced it would benefit them greatly.
Joe JefTcoat, VAE, '49, Swansea—Definitely yes. Hardly any of
ihe fellows take time to enter the intramural sports and therefore get
no exercise at all.
Pete McCravey, TM, '50, Spartanburg—As a separate course it
would be fine, but as a required one 1 can't see it. Because as the
present curriculum stands it would require too much time.
Doug Barfield, VAE, '49, Kershaw—Absolutely! This would offer a more well-rounded curriculum and too, a strong body is the
basis for a keen mind.
H. B. Powell, ME, '49, Spartanburg—I think it would be a fine
major. I'd like to take it as a technical elective.
Quillie F.auton, AH, '49, Johnston—Yes, I think it would be a good
elective especially for the boys that are going into the teaching profession for practically all schools teach some course in physical education.

HUfWAMTtO-MIN*
' ftifanui and Tnfcs —

W. L. Shec.Iy, AH, '49, Johnston—I think some additional' facili-'
es would benefit our present athletic setup because everyone isn't
'jle to participate in major sports. Something beside
table
lease!
Jimmy Kolliday, PreMcd, '52, Florence—I'm for it.
duld pass it.

Maybe I

Chick Anderson, A&S, '30, Chester—I think it should be required
or freshman and sophomores. This school needs one crisp course.

JBTANT FOR THE PLANNINO
DSPT. MANAGER OF A
VERY AGGRESSIVE vresT
UBURBAN CHICAGO PLANT.

Jo Jo Mahaffee, AH, '49, Gaffney.—Yes.
if good athletes. ■

d it once, for i permanent ooeltlor
tustnous, ingenious mm witn some
wlcai enjrlneenw and designing
tence, DOUI on products and
production processes in
ings, wire forming win
:tlon machinery.

It would attract a lot

Milton Sweatman, TM, 'SO.Tampa, Fla.—But definitely] Not now
hough, wait until I graduate.
J. B. Smith, ME, '51, Florence—As a major course it would be
ine, but as a required course I don't think we would have time for it.

Students at Clemson

LOOK SHARP
WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

tad

echanical engineer
SCELLENT. OPPORTUNITY
- FOR ADVANCEMENT.

Nelson Hall, TE; '50, Spartanburg—Yes. I think it would be
•ery beneficial for the students who do not participate in athletics
md it would be a good major for those who do.

MARTIN RADIO SERVICE

*J -ESTIMATOR

— HHPWANTHl-MEH—•
'I ■■■
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DIE CUTTING
PRESSMAN
ORDBOJRD
MtEHLE CYLINDERS

KOHL INDUSTRIES
4220 W. SCHUBERT
Albany -2-4200

DIE AND TOOL

ENGINEERS
DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN
Structural-Architectural
Experience in Power Plants
or Industrial Buildings
ADDRESS MBL 285 TRIBUNE

HFtlWANIFfl'MBI

HHPWAHTtO-MW'
- Protcsslou and tm&K «
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DRAFTSMEN CHECKERS
Mechanical
Experienced in Piping, Plate
Work and Light Steel for
Power Stations.
SARGENT & LUNDY ENGlRS '
222 W. ADAt

Curley Carroll, EE, '49, Charleston—Since I am graduating
Tune, I think it should be a required course.

in

A. M. Shearin, EE, '51, Darlington.—Yes.
aught at some time other than reveille.

it

It have several immediate
ptalngs for design or devel- ■
ptntnt engineers. Mechanical
nd electrical engineers wipi
onslderable experience in aeIgn of Instruments or control
.referred. Excellent opportunUss witiUeadin* manufacturer
* automatic ^controls." AttracWe salary- l^wlon: Minnejolia. ,
Jonn*on

Fftrfianaiu SAd 1

•ENGINEER-3ales representative*"
are an engineer or technically t
man. particularly one who has h
hi£ or experience with highway •
construction or paving materials
desire to become connected (or i
work with a national firm that h
est ratings we suggest you wrt»
ine vour Qualifications, past exp»
etc- If possible, aiso send receo
shot. Prefer man 25 to 35, or t
' jits. Will arrange personal la
ication fills reauirements.
iiress i.IDM 3t> Trlbxie.■ >

ENGINEERS

.'

| A HP Insurance company has
ngs for marine or stationary g
* |jjt operating engineers with I
*s operating experience, i
Rectors of Doilers, engine
1 electrical machinery
Just be hleh school gt
|tat£ age, experience, I
\ha Qualifications. ■ I
Vcs MEM .38 Tribunal

:RING DRAFTS

' recent graduates not over|
of an, Must ce able to D»SS &
ohvsicai examination. S73 *0 for
I Hour, o CkT weeK. starting!
wim us lor men with degreT
sjitrcl laboratories. Plant loj
iMtlon of Chicago.

. OPENINGS FOR
DESIGN ENGINEERS

Sum cf 2 vears exoerleno;
weioed steel tanks and struetui
Must be able to calculate wan '
r.ess, head design, baffle and •
support. M.E. or CE. deslrabl
will consider man with 2 years
ne^rln? education.
<
IKFILCO INC.
325*y. 2S

DRAFTING INSTRUCTOR

UtSiONfcK-opportunuy tor young man to
gain experience, advancement with
company producing permanent point of
sale displays. Knowledge of lettering,
rendering, wood construction desirable,
Convenient location. Pleasant working'
conditions. State age. background.
Address TEM 68 Tribune
DIESEL Chief Engineer to supervise
maintenance, operation, and repair of
dlesel generating plants using various
type engines. Must be capable to assume
full responsibility. Must be capable administrator and instructor of large
Soup of dltsel operators. Work con- '
tlonf include subsistence ar-r
Ofir*.:.:.:>,

Structural • Architectural
Experience in Power- Plants
or Industrial Buildings
Address MAG 53 Tribune

ENGINEERS
Excellent opportunities for graduate,
chemical, mechanical or metallurgical
engineers. Development of metals,
rubber compounds, enamels, lar ........:-.-.-^
container manufectur^flr ..^.-y.:/::■■■■■-:

Architectural. Tc fcstroct college students. Days. Calendar year- Good
opportunity.
CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE
2500 S. Michigan
CAIumet 5-82::

DRAFTSMAN
With eome estimating experience, lor
large general contractors office. A
gcod opportunity for yovM er.?:r.eer
ruvl-f college cr equivalent trainingApply by letter only, sating qua!Idea* _
S

"°'"' R.

C. WIEBOLDT CO'

ENGINEERING DRAFTS
SOME COLLEGE.TRAWTki
Excellent opportunity for voting I
with, some experience to start l
tarae national steel firm, inh «
voive work on v.e board, detail
tr^orcing steel. Good advaneeim
prospects.
ASDPES3 MB7 539 TRU

,

ENGINEER*
..^,.,^,::'

!. :",■'-*•■ ■'/■■-'■'*'-*' '*•'■■*

On tO'V,

and all of them made possible through profits!
International Harvester has increased the
number of its employes in the United
States from 60,000 to 90,000.

BYERS MEN'S SHOP
Anderson, S. C.

This means that 30,000 new jobs
have been created—good jobs at
good pay for junior executives, engineers, draftsmen, technicians,
among many others. And every one
of these jobs carries with it plenty
of chance for advancement.

TUXEDOS FOR RENT
COMPLETE WITH ACCESSORIES
BEAUTIFUL SELECTION MANHATTAN SHIRTS
MICHAELS-STERN VALUE-FIRST CLOTHES

This great progress in job-making
has been made possible by the profits which over the last 20 years the
company has plowed back into the
business. That is why we like to say
PROFITS MEAN PROGRESS for every-,
one.

McLEES BROS.

SENECA

—— HEIFWAMJD-MW

more common types of cancer
and both preach and practice
the doctrine of immediate medical examination when there are
even slight grounds for suspectin? cancer.
2. Urge our legislators to provide a cancer hospital.
Over-subscribe the $700 quota
set for Clemson.
Clemson's campaign is now in
progress.

APPRENTICE. High school gttdulP
ufcu has majored In machine ;b,op.
CHICAGO DIEJ-""
_4001 BHiirj

IN THE LAST EIGHT YEARS

.' >r

JEWELERS

"-»

Joe F. Hawkins, accredited
judge of the American Camellia
Society, addressed a recent meeting of the Horticulture Club. Mr.
Hawkins, of the class of 1929, was
the first president'of the club.
He is a native of Timmonsville,
and at present is engaged in the
fertilizer business there.
Blossoms of numerous varieties
of camellias grown by Mr. Hawkins were exhibited.
He recently, acted as- a judge at
the Greenville camellia show.

OR

Sonny Swygert, AH, '50, Waterloo—I think an elective course in
Physical Ed. should be offered so that the fellows could learn to paricipate in sports that they know nothing about.

Frank Dillard, Mgr.

120 North Main Street

M

G. E. Hawkins Speaks
To Horticulture Club

HMCAL ENGINE;

3RESS MBJ 303 TRIBl

CADET LAUNDRY

National Qroup Cites Need For
inter Hospital in South Carolina

CHEMISTS

"Al Capone" Beal, EE, '52, Chicago, 111.—It's a good idea but I
ion't care for it.

But please have

GAIL RUSSELL—NO COMMENT NECESSARY

South Carolina needs a new
cancer- hospital. According to a
release of the American Cancer
Society, eleven per cent of all
male deaths and fifteen, per pent
of all female deaths in the United
States are due to cancer, and in
our state, cancer" deaths averaged
Dne every six hours in 1947. Yet
most of these cases, if they had
been detected and treated in time
leed not have been fatal. Eight
clinics for treatment and three
for detection are now operating
in South Carolina.
Available cancer-fighting funds
are being administered very efficiently, according to this release.
However, because of an
undersubscription of last year's
quota, most of the clinics are unable to give free examination or
treatment, and few hospitals are
in a position to accept advanced
cases of cancer. Only a cancer
-—for our candidate, whom we hospital comparable to the tuberhereby nominate,
Doc W.
P. culosis hospital can alleviate this
situation.
(King) Roberts.
Sincerely,
Clemson residents can do three
Tom C—
things to fight cancer:
1. Learn the symptoms of the
TC:XYZ

Alfred Reed, T3I, '52, Whitmire—I don't think the students participate in-enough physical training now so I am definitely in favor to fit him perfectly. His ability to
if it.
set himself on a pedestal is unchallenged. He has made a soJ. T. Stevens, IndPhy, '50, Washington, D. C—Yes, I think every- cial "hit" here on the campus
one should be required to take it through his Junior year. I den't wi+h the many offices he holds.
hink any of us get sufficient exercise.
NO OFFICE TOO GREAT
NO: KEY TOO SMALL—
John La Reach. ME, '52, Charleston—Yes. ro I could major m it.
: won't be here much longer if it isn't installed.

:

$89.95

Grad Employment
Seen Leveling Off

The employment of newlygraduated college men by
the
nation's large corporations seems
to have reached a leveling-ofi period, Frank S. Endicott, director
of Northwestern University's bureau of placement, declared here
recently.
The information was derived
Dr. Endicott said, from a survey,
just completed, of the personnel
iceds of 173 large companies. He
;ave his report to a conference
if 100 personnel executives aac
two score university r^ncl college
Placement directors, meeting oi
this campus.
Dr. Endicott explained that the
eveling-off in no way indicate
hat the hiring of college grad■ates is falling off seriously. More
ompanies than ever before, es
necially
the
smaller concerns
low are seeking college graduate
'or their employee ranks, he said
Although the companies queriein the survey reported a decreas
in the number of college grad
lates to be employed this year
^o sharp drop is indicated, Di
!n:!icott said.
ih;re is a. continued strong denand for engineers, general bu-siiess trainees, and sales and accounting personnel. In 1913, th•eporting companies hired
approximately 10,000 new
college
graduates. They already see
'.eed for this year of about 8,700.
The rapid postwar increase in
the hiring of graduates was atributable to expansion programs
in business and industry, he said
.xpansicn which now is fairly
complete.
Current
employment
Dear Sir:
This is to inform you of the needs are largely those attributdesires of the students: Your ar- able to replacement, he pointed
ticle concerning the nomination out.
for our next Booby King interests
Nickel-plating is not only used
us greatly—especially since we
have the man you are looking as a base on which bright decorafor. This man has proved him- tive chromium is electrodeposited.
self during his two and one-half but may also be employed to
year stay at Clemson—ask any- build up undersized dimensions
one who knows. Your qualifica- resulting from over-maehined or
tions listed in The TIGER seem worn surfaces.

Raymond Cromwell, A&S, '50, Chester—As a major course, yes.
he University of South Carolina has it, why not C
_,![,

WHILE THEY LAST
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SOUTH CAROLINA
Here we allow foreign students to wear the costume of their choice — howevsr,
in your case, Miss Boom Boom, we feel — —"

For example:
During the eight year period in
which our force was increased from
60,000 to 90,000 employes, the average straight-time hourly earnings of
our non-salaried factory employes
have increased 92.6% per cent.
Customers have benefited from
the fact that our margin of profit on
sales today is two-fifths less than
in 1941.

In 1948, the company Had profits,
after taxes, of 4.7 cents from each
dollar of sales.
We know it is our continuing abil 1
ity to earn a reasonable profit that
has made it possible for International Harvester in the past year to
serve more people—customers, employes and stockholders—in great0t
measure than ever before. Profits
mean progress for everyone.

f And our stockholders have had a
fair return on the savings they have
invested in our company. Dividends
on common stock this year are
4.65% on the book value, as compared with 4% in 1941. *

We hope to be able to continue to
make a reasonable profit with each
succeeding year in the future—to
keep right on creating more and
more jobs at good pay for young
men entering industry, just as we
have done in the past. *-

INTERNATIONAL

HARVESTER
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Whites Again Defeat Oranges in
*0lie

WITH JACK CRIBB

POSH!

Wins Same: Extra-Point By

inksmeis! BefeaS Wofford Golfers

After a slight rearranging of the squads because of
absence of certain players due to baseball practice,
Orange first team met the White second team in another inti'a-squad game Saturday afternoon. It was a closer gain
than last aturday's, but the luckless Orange team lost again
21-20. ■

•

a2^

v

T o schedule of the team is as
follows:
Ma 'Ch 22—-Newberry at Clemson
March 26—Davidson at Clemson
March 30—Di/ke at Clemson
March 31—Duke at Clemson
April' 1—P. C. at Clinton
April 4—Georgia at Clemson
April 6—P. C. at Clemson
April 13—Georgia at Athens '
April 15—Florida at Gaincsville
April 1G—Florida at Gaines-

Vz
itJT*

Clemson's golfers defeated a
favored Wofford squad at Boscbbel Tuesday afternoon to earn
their second straight win of the
season. The Tigers, who had
last week blasted Newberry
18-0, took the Terriers in tow by
a count of 17 1-2—9 1-2 on the
tricky course.
Billy Delk of Clemson and P.
J. Boatwright hooked up; in the
feature duel, and when the firing
had been completed, Boatwright
was on top 2 1-2—1-2. However,
Donnie McKinney, number two
man for the golfing Bengals,-won
over Wofford's O.uick, 2 l-3S-jT-2.
Clemson's Stan Halliday tied
with Wofford's Parr, 1 1-2—1 1-2,
while John Rees shut out Mace
for the most decisive win of the
match. Rees was low in the
field of linksmen with a !72 ; for '
the eighteen-hole round.
When Coach Jones first issued
the call for par-busters, missing
from the rollcall were Bobby
Chapman and Jack Koopman,
brilliant golfers on last year's
squad. However, with Billy Delk
and Stan Halliday and newcomers John Rees and Donnie -McKinney in the fold, the Blue Ridgers have come in with a surprisingly good team. Wake Forest
will next furnish opposition for
the Tigers in a match to be played at Boscobel in the near future.
The results:
Boatwright (W) defeated Delk,
2 1-2—1-2.
McKinney (C) defeated Quick
2 1-2—1-2.
Halliday (C) tied with Parr,
1 1-2—1 1-2.
Rees (C) defeated Mace, 3-0.
Alexander (C) defeated Harris,
3-0.
Selfridge (C) tied with. Barry,
1 1-2—1 1-2.
Boatwright—Quick (W) defeated Delk-McKinney, 2 1-24-1-2,
Halliday-Rees
(C)
defeated
Parr-Mace, 2-1.
Selfridge-Alexander (C) defeated Barry-Harris, 3-0.

1*1
Thompson passed to his full-*
back, Brodie, for a touchdown.
Saturday will be the biggest day in Tigertown, as
Chandler converted and the
far as football is concerned, since January first, when a
score was 7-0 in favor of the secpowerful Clemson team rede tc a 24-23 win over Misond stringers. A little later in
the first period, the Orange team
souri In the Jacksonville thriller. Thousands of footwas backed up on their own forball enthusiasts are expected to see the unveiling of the
ty-yard line en the fourth down
The Tiger Track team is now1949 Bengals.
and were forced to punt. Cal- undergoing rigid training under
yert was back in punt forma- the watchful eye of Coach Norville
SPIRIT IS GOOD
tion, but a bad pass from center man in preparation for a tough
April 18—Wofford at, Clemson
Those who do conic for the intra-squad tilt will sec the Changed his mind about punting. schedule which is in store for
April 19—Furman at Clemson
results of six long, hard weeks of practice which has pro- Calvert scooped up the ball and the cindermen this season. The
April 22—Citadel at Charleston
April 23—Citadel at Charlesduced many bruises and aches. Everybody, the coaches ran the entire length of the grid- team is shaping up well and will
iron for the first score for the be further strengthened by sevton
Shown
aboe
are
the
Clemsonians
who
copped
the
intra-mural
and the boys, have been working their hearts out trying to Orange team. Coursey kicked eral football 'players whose time
basketball crown by defeating- the Spartans, 36-25. Left to right:
April 26—Newberry at Newbe forgetful that many fine players are no longer playing the extra-point which tied the is now being taken up with
Front row, Pitt Patterson, Joe Sloan, Ppt Crandall, Bill Monroe,
berry
Red Clark. Back row, Hogan Patterson, Slave Gage, Tom Poole,
Spring football practice.
April" 27—Furman at Greenville
side-bjr-side with them. If spirit and willingness have any score.
Dan Stewart, Killer Brock. (Photo by C. M. Kennomore.
Whites Retaliate
Candidates f,or the 100 yard
April 30—Davidson at Davidbearing on the outcome of next season, Howard will come
son, N. C.
The Wh'ites came roaring back dash include G. L. Facchin, J. B.
up with a fine football team.
May 2—Furman at Clemson
in the second period when Bugs Whitmire, W. H. Edwards, and
Thompson again showed his stuff. W. M. Cureton. Those men, along
May 4—Wofford at SpartanHowever, it doesn't always work out that way.
This time it was a beautiful thir- with J. R. Thompson, are also
burg
When the fans open their progifams and turn to the
ty-yard run. Chandler
again trying for the 220 yard dash.
May 6—Carolina at Clemson
lineups, they'll no longer see familiar names like Gage,
made the kick good, and the halfOut of the 440 yard dash are J.
May 7—Carolina at Clemson
Martin, Thompson, Gillespie, Clanton, Salisbury, Jack
R. Yarborough, J. R. Thompson,
time count was 14-7.
May 10— Furman at Greenville
The intramural basketball tournament came to a roarAfter the halftime intermission, and J. T. Coursey. Coursey and
May 13—Citadel at Clemson
Miller, Jim Miller, Prince,—names they have been seethe Orange team took command Thompson are currently playing ing close on Wednesday night, iMarcm 3, in two close games.
May 14—Citadel at Clemson
ing for the past four years. It won't seem like the same
of the situation. Calvert broke football, but are expected to vie The "B" Company team defeated the "L" Company quintet
May 16—N. C. State at Laurinloose from the 20 on a fine run for the position. Also trying out by a score of 45 to 41 after two overtime periods. In the burg, N. C.
team that takes the field and it won't be. But you
and got to the one-foot line be- for starting position in the event
May 20—Carolina at Columbia
can bet your bottom dollar that it'll be a team that will
fore he was overtaken by a host are P. C. Ashmore, D. Brock, and second game of the night fjie Clemsonians racked up a 31
May 21—Carolina at Columbia
match any eleven in the country when it comes to the
to 25 defeat over the Spartans.
of tacklers. On the next play, F. M. Flowers.
"love te knock". From where this writer sits, there'll Hthe "Kid" carried it over standing
Aspirants for the 880 yard dash
In the first attraction of trie*
up. Unfortunately for Howard's include letterman C. S. Pulkinen, night the boys from campany "B"
be no disappointments on the faces of the followers that
and James who both dropped
team, Coursey failed in the con- R. F. Rayle, G. M. Boyd, A. S.
eight points through the bucket.
pulled
up
from
a
half-time
deficit
file into the Memorial Stadium Saturday to witness the
version .attempt, which was later McKay, Gil Rushtin, R. D. Wham,
Non-ROTC intramural basketof
two
points
to
defeat
the
fightdress rehearsal of the 1949 Tigers.
to be the deciding factor of the and Hoffman.
The one-milers
STEWART SPARKLES
ball tournament scoring:
afternoon. The Oranges again got will be chosen from Pulkinen, ing "L" company five to the tune
First Round
BASEBALL BEGINS
possession of the ball. This time, Rayle, Rushton R. D. Wham, H. of 45 to 41. The score at half- . During the second game of the
Barracks 5 38, Sharecroppers 19
Play ball! The time, Tuesday afternoon. The place, Calvert shot a pass to wingback E. -Batson, W. M. Jackson, and
Tri-County 37, T--3 14
time was 18 to 16 in favor of "L" evening the Clemsonians dropped
Riggs Field. The occasion, a baseball game between New- Bob Williams, who caught it McKay.
the
Spartans
to
the
tune
of
31
to
Spartans 45, Barracks 6 18
Company. When the final whistle
Clemsonians 37,. Barracks 4 11
Two-mile candidates include J. blew, a glance at the score pad 25. This fast game was close all
berry College and Clemson. The baseball season is here at and raced the remaining ten
yards for the tally. Coursey W. Ross, J. H. Hardwick, R. Price,
Faculty 29, Barracks 7 25
the
way
through
with
the
Sparlast. From now on, the crack of the willow meeting the kicked a beaut through the upSecond Round:
Boyd, and McKay. Running in showed the two teams to be deadhorseb.ide and the plunk of the pellet pounding into the mitts rights to put the Orange men the 120 yard high hurdle event locked at thirty-five all. During tans holding the, half-time lead
Wildcats 37, Barracks 5 18
Spartans 43, Tri-County 21
will drown out all other1 sounds at the far end of Riggs Field. ahead, 20-14.
will be taken from J. C. Town- the first overtime period both of one point. The half-time score
was
16
to
15.
The
Clemson
quinClemsonians 40,.Faculty 6
Reynolds
Cavorts
send,
J.
E.
Williams,
and
J.
H.
teams scored six points to again
Baseball is the national pastime and it's no popular anyNeups 37, Barracks 8 29Doffort. Townsend, Dorrort, and deadlock the score thus making tet got hot during the second half
In
the
final
period,
Jim
Reywhere else than it is oh this campus. Proof of this lies in
Semi-Finals:
nolds of the White team inter- Hoffman are vieing for starting another over-time period neces- and dropped counter after countSpartans 32, Wildcats 24
Florida Relays Gainsville, Mar.
the tremendous interest that has greeted the Intramural cepted one of Calvert's aerials posts m the low hurdle event.
tr in the bucket to come from beClemsonians 36, Nueps 28
26 .
Jerry Brown heads the list of sary. During the second extra
league. Playing is fun, but there's nothing like Munch- and broke away from. hosts of
Finals:
P. C. at Clinton, April 2
vaulters, which includes J. stanza the boys from "B" com- hind and win over the fighting
ing on some peanuts while watching the opposing hurlers tacklers on an eighty-yard scor- pole
Clemsonians 36, Spartans 25
Southern Relays Birmingham,
ing run. Chandler again made R. Earle, J. E. Brannon, N, J. pany dr.opa^d four 'points through Spartan five. Dan Stewart got
ROTC intramural basketball Ala., April 9
lock up in a pitching duel, or look on as the Babe Ruths and the point-after-touchdown and Word, and C. R. Carroll. I+igh the hoop to none for the oppon- hot for the winners and took both
Wofford at Spartanburgy April
the Joe Dimaggics level ii.eir big guns at the offering of the ended the scoring for the after- jumpers will come from H. E ants thus giving them the win. the game and his teams scoring tournament scoring:
First Round:
16
Williams, Sarle, H. E. Frazer. _
noon.
The
final
tally
showed
the
honors by dropping seven field
moundsmen and fire away.
K Co. 32, E Co. 20
Carolina at Clemson, April 23
Whites on top for the second Brannon, D. C. Haugk, and Town- Final score was 45 to 41. High,
goals through the hoop for a total
Band 21, G Co. 15
Furman at Greenville, April 30
EXPERIENCE LACKING
time straight, this time by a send. ' Hopefuls for the broad scorer for.the game and the winC Co. 31, F Co. 14
Davidson at Clemson, May 7
jump are Cureton, O. K. Cecil. riprs was Taylor who ripped the of 14 points. He was followed
score of 20-21.
A situation similar to the one in the football camp
D Co. 31, A Co. 14
State Meet at Clinton, May 13on the winners team by Patterson
It appeared that the main fac- Haugk, and Bob Williams. .
Bfet
for
nine
field
goals
and
once
exists among the baseballerp. They, too, are eager to
I Co. 24, M Co. 34
,14
tor in the White team's win over
Discus tossers include Vs
who
sank
four
points.
The
loser
on a charity shot for a grand total
Second Round:
Southern Conference Meet at
get at their rival diamc^dmen, but don't have too much
'.he Orange was the educated toe Holshouser, Faccin, Jack Prujtt",
who took scoring honors for his
L Co. 41, K Co. 28
Chapel Hill, May 20-21
of Chandler. Chandler had a and B- M. Fail. Javelin throwers of: nineteen point's. Calvert folexperience. We aren't degrading the football or the
team was Wyse who sank three
C Co. 44, Band Co.. 24
Inter-Conference Meet, Atlanperfect day in kicking extra- wili be chosen from R. G. Kivelt, lowed for the winners scoring
baseball team or being pessimistic, but just trying to exD Co. 30, M Co. 24
ta, Ga., May 28
points. His fine footwork defi- M. Clark, G. L. Davis, and D. C. laurels with a total of twelve" goals and two free shots to make
B Co. 41, H Co.«27
FRESHMAN SCHEDULE
plain the facts. Coach Cox* will promise you that he'll
points. Spender stole the scoring his total eight points. He was
nitely branded him as a very Haugk.
followed closely by White with
Semi-Finals:
South Carolina at Clemson,
likely candidate to take on the
field a fighting band of Tigers. Your guess is as good as
Also out for the team are A. honors for the losers by sinking
L Co. 39, C Co. 24
April 23
kicking chores which were hand- J. Banks, one mile; J. J. Corr.ett. seven field goals and one charity seven to his credit and Chapman
his as far as the games go.
/
B Co. 42, D Co. 28
Furman at Greenville, April
led by the groat Jack Miller of broad jump, and T. C. Saunder.s, shot for a total of fifteen points. who knocked out the bottom three
Finals:
The niosi depleted section on the nine is the mound corps. the Tigers' 'Gator Bowl team.
30
He was followed for "L" com- times to amass his total of six
880 yard dash.
B. Co. 45, L Co. 41
i Davidson at Clemson, May 7
Another remarkable feature of
pany's scoring honors by Sanders tallies.
They were hit hard by fr.e loss of several pitchers who are
the game was the excellent exhieither ineligible or signed with professional teams. That's bition of running put on by
[©(S^slGXswf:
the dim side. There is a bright side because what's lacking Bugs Thompson. A freshman,
in experience will partly* be offset by the number of boys Thompson's shiftiness and speed
rstg
•/;..■; really something to watch
who are oul to toss the "ole apple".
us he dodged tacklers right and
Two of the most sought-after
Perhaps the most promising prospect is "Bird Dog" eft on numerous
occasions.
high school prospects from South
Hughes who lelteifcd in '44 and is this year rejoining the Thompson is potentially one of Carolina have decided to join
:he best runners seen at Clemson
squad. Edgar Berry and P. S. Gadis will more than likely ■in
forces with . the Clemson Tigers
many years.
be given many assignments to trie hill. If these boys and
The White team line, especial- and enroll at this State Institution
/ around the guards and tackles, this fall. Hugh Merk of Liberty,
ethers come around, Clemson will have a good ball team.
roved to be very fine on the de- and Jim Shirley, Jr., of Seneca,
told H«ad Coach Frank Howard
CREDIT WHERE IT IS DUE
fensive. Gillespie, Manos, and yesterday that they have decided
'32
Speaking of intra-mural sports, we hope that the
'reudenberger looked to be sur- to come to Clemson.
and
Softball section of the inrra-murnl program will be as
Merk, an All-State tackle this
prisingly effective in stopping the
successful as was the basketball part, and from the way
pile driving Fred Cone several past season who played in the -Kte
Shrine Bowl game, weighs in at
FOR
times.
Bowman Field was overrun Monday by myriads of boys,
205. He is considered by m?.ny as Mi
The
starting
line-ups:
we think it will. Mr. Cooper, who is in charge of the
White one of the finest high school playJrange
intra-mural sports, has done a wonderful job with his
Carson ers in the South, and plans to enLE—Wade
Gillespie roll in the School of Textiles.
^T—Graham
football and basketball leagues, and deserves a lot of
Shirley, Ahe Seneca power and
Manos
LG—Mooneyhan
credit. It is the hope of this writer that the intria-muBryant hero of his squad, is a 210 pound
C—Wade
79c VALUE FOR
CANDIES
ral department, which serves a tremendous number of
Shornsheck fullback and is expected to bolster
RG—Dimucci
Freudenberger that position in years to come. He
RT—Patton
students, will continue to operate smoothly like it has
No candies are better liked
Murray will take an Agriculture major.
RE—Herlong
than Whitman's. And none
been for this year.
Merk
had
sighted
a
Grant-in
Thompson
LH—Calvert
are more perfectly protected
. Reynolds Aide at the University of Georgia,
COURTS NEAR COMPLETION
RF—Williams
than the Whitman's you select
Hendley and the switch over to Clemson
from our Whitman's RefrigA long anticipated event; the completion of Clemson's QB—Carothers
Brodie is a feather in the Tigers' hat.
erated Candy Department.
FB—Cone

unoer Norman i tye

Cienisonians Top Vets Division, B Co.
Cadets, In Intramural Basketball Tourney

Intramural Results

Shirley
Attend Clemson

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR

i
1

i

PEPSODE

L. C MARTIN
DRUG CO.

TEK TOOTH BRUSH
One 50c Tybe

i

PASTE

2 Full 25c Tybes

E'PSODENT

SHICIC EVERSHARP

new tennis courts, comes closer to Being a reality every day.
After being hampered somewhat by rain, workmen are rapidly bringing the project to a close. There will be four clay
courts and two cement courts, which will come in handy
during the after-rainy spells. These six, plus the other
courts behind the field house, will accommodate a goodly
number of racquet weilders.
SWIMMERS GO TO FLORIDA
Clemson's undefeated tank team will head South
Thursday for a four-day jaunt, which will find them in.
two swimming engagements. The tankmen will swim
the University of Florida Friday and Florida State Saturday. They will gc to the sunshine state with a record
of two wins and no losses, both victories coming at the
expense of South Carolina's aquamen. Coach McHugh
plans to take with him the same boys who vied in the
South Carolina meets.
LINKSMEN WIN
Our golfers have started out in their usual fashion. The
linksmen, who last year continued to run up the long string
of victories started by Tiger golfers three years ago, opened
the season iasl week by smashing Newberry, 18-0, and carried on their winning ways Tuesday with a convincing 17 1-2,
9 1-2 victory over Wofford.

RAZOR

10 BLADES AND 1 TUBE
MAKE THE

GALHOUN

HOTEL

Your Headquarters
Anderson, S. C.

Jack G. Craft, Jr., Manager

Cyrb Service
STEAKS and SANDWICHES

I
WILL BE OPEN DURING AND
AFTER DANCE

P. S. McCollum, Owner
*
Clemson, S. C.
II'
The Official College Book Store'II
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The lid will officially be blowr*
off the 1949 Clemson baseball
season here . Tuesday when the
Tigers take on the Newberry Indians at Riggs Field. It will be
the first of 27 games that have
been scheduled lor the baseballers. Duke, Georgia, N. C. State,
Florida and Davidson are on the
Tiger slate for the coming year.
The football season cf 1340 preAlso scheduled are South Carolina, Furman, Wofford and The sented very much the same problem to the Cli
ires is
Citadel.
Four home sciies will be the coming l94i' ;
played by the Bengals with the present 'lay Head
Carolina, Furman and The Cit- Frank Howard;. '. h; i was thq
'
■ - the
adel. The winner among these year after QIi m
four squad's wi;l supposedly vie Cotton Bowl ;,
College by a 6with the leader of a
The team lost many regulars
group hi Noith Carol his.. The
victor will claim the champion- from their Cotton Bowl team just
ship of North and South Caro- as last year's Tiger team has done;
The 1940 season was begun with
lina.
Coach Walter Cox plans to use a bang by the Tigers. They openseveral hurlers in the fracas ed with Presbyterian, who sufagainst the red men Tuesday. R. fered a 38-0 loss to the Clemson
S. Hughes, letterman in '44, is al- team.' The Tigers' scored in every
most certain to take his turn on period in "that, first game of the
the hill as is R.'s. Gaddis, hold- year.
over from last year's squad. Hugh
TIGERS ROMP
Kea and Edar Berry are two more
that will more than likely be
The second team to face the
tossing them over for Coxmen.
Tigers that- year was the Terrier
MOORE RETURNS
Eleven from Woffo'rd. The SparGene Moore will get the nod tans, too, were luckless against
for the position behind the plate the famed and powerful Bengals.
Tuesday. The Lake City lad re- The Terrier team lost by a score
cently ceased his pigskin activi- of 26-0.
ties to join forces with the base- ' Clemson's undefeated and unballers. He is heavily counted on scored upon fbotballi
to get his share of base knocks North Carolina State College.
for the Bengals.
Carolinians could do nothing but
Frank Gillespie, who is playing try hard against the Tigers. They
his last season in a Clemson uni- went down, 26-7.
The Demon Deacons from Wake
form, will start at first base. The
seasoned athlete is known for his Forest suffered the next loss at
■power with the stick as well as for the hands of Clemson. The Deacs
sparkling fielding and will prove finished the- game with a "gooseegg", while the Tigs ended u>p
to be a big asset to the Bengals.
The second base slot will be with 39 points to their credit.
taken care of by Eugene Autry
CAROLINA BEATEN
or Reid XJImer, another veteran
The
fifth appearance for the
of last season's nine.
Tigers
was
the State Fair in CoKen Culbertson will return to
hold down the shortstop position lumbia and against the old traand Ray McKay is back to guard ditional rivals, the South Carothe third base cushion. Both of
these boys are expected to play
a large part in any success the tice to join the team, and either
Tigers enjoy this year.
Dan Stroud or Tom Castles. CasPatroling the outer garden will tles played on the '47 squad that
be Luke Deanhardt and Ray went all the way to Yale before
Mathews, both of whom have re- they were defeated in the Eastern
cently stopped their football prac- playoffs.

Forqet

dCUS
By JIM RICE
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE PHYSICAL ED? WHY?
We sljll haven't been able to get anything pertinent on
(his situation of Physical Education, but we have been able
to round dp a little opinion on the subject from numerous
students abound school who have their special reasons for
wanting to- see such a course installed.
;
Many of the boys who were interviewed had some
good suggestions wiich we would like to print. Many of
these ideas have already been expressed, but these come
directly from the boys who desire the course; these are their
own reasons for wanting Physical Ed.
Naturally such opinions would come from a group
which is primarily interested in athletics and physical education, so we ran a short survey among Clemsbn's athletes
to see whht their ideas on the subject were.
Ray Matthews, sophomore from Mckeesport, Pa., who
isf one of'.Clemsbn's foremost athletes had this to say, "I
■_ know a lot of boys who have turned down the opportunity
of coming to Clemson because they did not offer a course in
Phys. Ed. I think Clemson would benefit greatly by such
a move."
"Bummy" Townsend said, "A lot of boys came up here
expecting to find a Physical Ed. course, and were disappointed. If one were installed, it would provide more incentive on the part of the boys who want it to make better
grades in a course that they were interested in, namely Physical Ed."
"Pete" Manos—"I play different sports, but I wouldn't
L know how !to coach them. I'd like to coach when I get out
of school, andv td do this, I need Phys Ed."
SamoMims—:"I wouldn't take it,-but I believe it would
be good for the school."
Winfred Allaband—"A lot of boys aren't interested in
courses they're taking. I believe they woud do a lots better
if courses which they like were installed. For instance,
some boys^want to be coaches; why not install Phys. Ed. to
help these boys find the courses they're looking for?"
Jack.Mooneyhan—"Lots of athletes want to be coach.es.
Most schools require Phys. Ed. to hold down such jobs. I'm
going into textiles, but I know many boys who would have
' come to Clemson if they had had a Phys. Ed. course."
• G. li Crocker—"Clemson would have a more variec
educational program, and also if this course were installec
it would draw a lot of good men who wouldn't otherwise
come to Clemson."
Ariel: Warriek—"I think' it would be a good thing, especially for athletes. More would attend Clemson if one
were installed. Chances are a better intra-mural program
would also develop because of better arrangement of gym
programs."
George Facchin—"A complete Phys. Ed. program at
V Clemson would not noly better the state by giving it a more
varied program for better athletics, but also would give
many mdN boys a chance to study in a desired profession
—coaching."
"Doc" Laehicottc.-"I think it would be a darn good
thing. Some of these lazy veterans would get some of that
' fat off of; them."
George P. Lachicotie—"There's a definite need for it.
It would certainly help our athletic program. Many boys
want coaching which is a very big prpfession. Also it
would help our intramural sports."
"Jud" Davis—"It would definitely increase enrollment
and also there would be a few more double majors up here.
Many boys I know what this course and would have come to
Clemson had they had one."
Frank Gillespie—"It would throw more burden on OUJ
coaching staff, but in the long run it would pay off. Physi
cal Ed. would not require the concentration other courses
would benefit invaluably from such a course. I believe ii
would be a good thing to install."
From (lie general trend of thought, it seems that there
is dt4initely a desire for Physical Education. This problem
ai present is being given close scrutiny and a great deal of
wblft has been done on the project. It is our hope that
some definiie measures can be taken on this issue in the
very near future.
One thing is certain, this course if installed will certainly not be what some people expect it to be. It will be
as well a roitnded curriculum as any other curriculum at
Clemson. Such a course will include all necessary leaclrer
requirements required by the South Carolina State Board
of Education and will he as comprehensive as possible for
a four year college course.
Mr. W. H. Washington, Dean of the Department of
Education, has been helpful in gathering information and
presenting a tentative curriculum.
After tin's program has been given careful consideration and any Haws which it may have are corrected, we
hope to be able to bring this to the attention of the proper
authorities for careful consideration. We hope that such
a curriculum may eventually be installed at Clemson, and
after weighing the matter thoroughly, there seeiris to be
every indication that Clemson would benefit greatly by such
a progressive move.

Clemson Tennis Team Meels Newberry
Heel Of Year
Clemson's net forces will ,get
their first test Monday when they
clash with Newberry College's
Indians here. The netmen, again
coached by Hoke Sloan, have been
practicing for several weeks in
preparation for the opener of a
sixteen game schedule which puts
Erskine here on Thursday. The
matches will be 'played on the
courts behind the field house.
Missing from this year's squad
are six men who occupied the
first half-dozen places on the '48
team. Gone are Cook, Walker,
Murray, Wannamaker, Thornhill,
and Cauthen. The loss of these
men hurt the chances of the racqueteers who will have to be
picked, from last year's subs.
There are no freshmen who are
eligible for the team.
The most promising prospects
are Littlejohn, Cal vert, Merritt,
McLeod, Clancy, Le Grand, McWilliams, Black, Hand, Strom,
and -Owens. When the netters
line up against Newberry, the
starters will undoubtedly come
from these boys.
Coach Sloan isn't making any
statements as to the success of his
team, but he will guarantee that
it'll be a fighting bunch of Tigers
who take the court Monday.
The 1949 Tennis Schedule
Monday, March 21—Newberry
at Clemson
Thursday, March 24—Erskine
at Clemson
Monday, March 28—South Carolina at Clemson
Saturday, April 2—Georgia at
Clemson
Wednesday, April 6—Clemson
at' Wofford
Thursday, April 7—South Carolina at Columbia
Friday, April 8—The Citadel at
Charleston
Saturday, April 9—College of
Charleston at Charleston
Tuesday, April 12—Furman at
Greenville
Thursday, April 14—Monday,
April 18 Spring Holidays
Tuesday, April 19—-Furman at
Clemson
Thursday, April 21—Erskine at
Due West
Wednesday, April 27—Wofford
at Clemson
Thursday, April 28—College of
Charleston at Clemson
Saturday, April 30—Citadel at
Clemson
Monday, May 2—Newberry at
Newberry

Dimyeci Hailed As
Bright Mi Prospec
By DICK DOWIS
When the Tigers take to the
gridiron next September, the right
guard post will very likely be occupied by a newcomer to the
varsity—Dan Dimucci. Dan hails
from MfcKeesport, Pa., the home
of the Southern Conference Scoring Champ, Ray Mathews. In
fact, Dimucci played on the same
team with Mathews at the McKeesport Vocational School.
Dimucci's lack of experience
hasn't kept him. out of the spotlight in spring practice, for he is
now right guard for the Orange
team. Dan first came to Clemson
last fall, and spent one season on
the Freshman team, where he
starred as a right guard. He was
the kick-off man on the Baby
Bengal Eleven, and played fine
ball on defense as well as offense.
Several schools, including Pitt,
Kansas, Kentucky, and Auburn,
offered him scholarships for his
services on the gridiron. Partly
because of his former teammate,
Mathews, Dimucci decided upon
Clemson as the school in which
to further his education and make
his alma mater.

Kerc are the B Compi.-: '
:;:s who took time out from
their pigskin duties to win the 51GTC fcasketball tournament by
defeating L Company, 45-41. Front row: left (to right, Garrison,
R. E., Wcstmore, R. M., Calvert, J. W., Council, W. J. Back row:
left to right, Clanton, R. 'P., Mooro E. X., Hudson1, R. W„ Taylor,
EX. (Photo by C. M. KeuemoreO
Una Gamecocks. The Rpo
lost their tail-feathers in that
game to* the tune of 21-13.
The next game saw the
turned away from the Cia
team. It was when the C
Wave from Tulane Univ
swept over the Tigers arid smothered them by a count 61 13-0.
streak of bad hiclSextende
the next two games. Al'ier the
defeat by Tulane, Clemson played
Auburn, and lost this one, 21-7.
They did a little better against
Southwestern University, tieing
this team, 12-12.
SUCCESSFUL ENDING
The final game of the season
was with Furman University at
Sirrine Stadium in Greenville.
Furman opened the scoring with
a touchdown in the first quarter,
but the Tigers counteracted with
a six-pointer in the second period.
Clemson scored another in the
last stanza of the thriller to win
the game, 13-7.
One of the main standouts on
that team was Maness, who led

wmmm JOHNNY
CAMPUS CAPERS;;

HIGH SCHOOL STAR
In high school, Dimucci ! was
one of the best. He was a four
letterman in his favorite sport,
and in addition won two letters
in track and two in soccer. He
was a shot-put man in track.His senior year at high school,
during which he was co-captain
of the football team, Dumicci
helped his team to an undefeated
regular season. The McKeesport
team went to Miami ,to play
against Miami in the Shrine game
played in the Orange Bowl stadium. Dimucci's team lost, 34-21.
Here at Clemson, Dimucci is
major^ig in Dairying. He plans
to coach football after he graduates from Clemson, and if a Physical Education course is added to
the curriculum, he will 'probably
change his major.
Dan will go out for baseball after he finishes his spring drills.
He will be trying for a berth as
a catcher. He will undoubtedly
be one man who will be Worth
watching both in baseball and
football.

TIGHT FOR LIFE
Anchoi fast nails are just what
the "handyman" about the home
can use to fasten loose flooring,
a;id many other
Made of Monel, these
nails won't loosen, rust or corrode.
■ nular grooves along the
of the nail make them
grip the wood firmly yet at the
same time they are easy to use.

the Tiger backs in groundgaining.
Throughout the season, "Chippy",
ran 86 times for a net gain of 472
yards. He also took on much of
the punting and passing on the
squad and ran the team from the
quarterback slot.
Some of the leading scorers
were Rion, 28 points; Blalock
and Floyd, 24 points each; Timmons, 22 .points; and Maness, 20
points.

VMZCTS MeiVIN rowmo A
t>ITHV€AM6IC TfclUMPHl

WTHIS CLASS OPE IS REALLY ^
" GOING GREAT GUNS, VLTHANKS
TO YOU AND JOHNNY

| I CA^'T HELP IT-*,' }
TRYING TO BEAT OUT
THIS ELEUSINIAN
RAPTURE AND
SMOKING TILL
MY THROAT FEELS
RAW AND RASPY

/QU/ET EVERYBODY]
-MEL'S GOING
TO READ US A
POEM-THE
CLASS ODE

Come tune the sfriwj-and let^)
us sing a clear triumphant/
'-■ chorus 7k ciqarefte, -the finest yef is^
that called Philip MorrisJ
--WAIT THAT'S
THE VVRON&ODEv.

Use These Words with Tongue-in-Cheekl

A GompEefe Automotive
Machine Shop . . . .
Crankshaft Turning ... In or Out of Frame
VALVE
WORK

BREAK DRUMS
REGSOUND

Rearing and Piston Resizing

W1GJNGTON AUTO PARTS CO.
Seneca Phone 383

Walhalla Phone 186

/f//gooc{storiespo/nt<? mo/v/:
Behind our playful plot, our intentions are serious: we want
you to discover* for 1 yourself the welcome; DIFFERENCE-in
cigarettes that PHILIP MORRIS can bring you.,

THE TREAD MARK
OF QUALITY RECAPIW&

Established PROOF.of that difference is too,extensive to be
detailed here—but pre-medical and chemistry students, who
will be especially interestedacan 'get it in; published Jorm
FREE,*by-writing our^Research^Dept^PhiliplMorris^Co.,
119Fifth:Ave?-N.Y.

ASK FOR AN VSCAP
INSTEAD OF A RECAP

McCRARY-WELBORN TSRE SERVICE
DISTRIBUTORS — ANDERSON, S. C.
411 North Main Street

. Phone 461

CALL
FQGt

(Plan to use one every week!)
ABSQUATULATE (ab-squot-u-late)-To scram.
CIGARETTE HANGOVER (don't pronounce it, f
but please don't ignore it}—That stale)
smoked-out taste, that tight dry feeling in your.
throat due to smoking. ,
DENOUEMENT (day-noo-ment)-The final :.
wind-up.
D1THYRAMBIC (dith-ee-rom-bik)-E«tatie. . . J$i
ELEUSINIAN (ee-loo-sin-e-an),- FromEleusis,.,\'.
where Greek orgies took place.
EXPOSTULATE. (eks-pos-tew-lote) - To;remon- .
strate.
FRENETIC (fren-ett-ik)-Frenzierf.
. *d
INCONTINENTLY <in-con-iin-ent-lee)-Without?.,
control.
MACERATE (mass-er-ate)—Chew up.
PENTAMETRIST (pen-tam-et-rist) — Devotee.of
pentameter, a popular poetic meter.
SALUTATORIAN (sa!-ute-«Mor-yan)»-«Ona
who pays, official tribute."'
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By ANDREW L. PETERSEN

Summer Camps and Jobs Are
Avai!able Through Clemson Y

THE story of Samuel Slater ranks as one of the
greatest romances of American industry. Born in England, he served his apprenticeship in one of that
country's newest cotton
mills and learned the secrets' of yam manufacture.
Defying the law which forbade technicians to leave
England, he made his way
to America. Here he offered
his services to Moses Brown,
Rhode Island manufacturer,
confident that he could reproduce the vital machinery.

Butler Tries Out
Seminar Program

-tXJ BOOB, DON'T
ybU KNOW THAT A
CHICKEN MUST BE
CLEANED BEFORE
VOU ROAST IT?/

MOPSY lyGLADYS PARKER
I

MAVE A DATE FOR

you, JUDY,

JUST

VOUR TyPE-—A MAN /

Lines Written A Few Miles
Above The Seneca River
GOOD ADVICE
$$#pMJfc?j
Always be suspicious of anyone who hits you on "the
head with a blackjack.
0
DISILLUSIONED
"My boy friend and I have parted forever."
"But I thought you said he was one in a thousand."
"So he was, but he found out about the other 999."
;
__0
the words "Opened by Mistake" could be indelibly
printed on many mouths.
_0
OLD TIMER
We remember when there were seven grocery stores
in our town, and not one of them was called a super market.
—0
TRAFFIC FACTS
So many drivers wouldn't lose control of their cars if
they'd keep control of themselves.
—
0
Strange that a divorce should cost more than a marriage, but then perhaps divorce is worth the expense.
0
USELESS INFORMATION
"The way to keep a shark from biting you is to grab
its fin and ride with it," advises an expert in such matters.
The best way is to'stav out of the ocean.
—0—
'Man is a contrary cuss. It seems next to impossible to
get him to go to the rear of a bus or the front of a church.
0
SCRATCHING
"Does your husband have a clear head?"
"Naw, "it's full of dandruff."
0
AS CLEAR AS MUD
A movie star says she believes in astrology because the
moon affects the tide and people are 80 per cent water. There
you have as beautiful an example bf feminine logic as we've
ever run across.
.
0
EASY ENOUGH
"Any woman can dance the hula," says a dancing master. Of course. All she has to do is take off her shoes, put
on a grass skirt, and try to shake it off.

9,000 CANTRACTS PER MILE

Chambers Chosen CDA Vice President;
Mams And Taylor M New Posts
s
A complete treatise on
the
most modern methods of producing nothing is provided in a new
book by Dr. Saul Dushman, who
recently retired as assistant director of the General
Electric
j Research Laboratory here.
Entitled Scientific Foundations
of Vacuum Technique, this 882page volume (published by John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., N. Y.) embodies results of years of study
by' the author, who has himself
made many important contributions in the field of vacuum research.
Since about 1940, he says, there
has developed the new industry
of "vacuum technology." A vacuum of about a billionth of the
ordinary atmosphere was formerly a laboratory curiosity,
he
points out, but now it has been
transformed into "an industrial
operation carried out on a scale
that would, at one time, have
been considered utterly fantastic.
In the near future the vacuum
engineer and vacuum technologist will take their place in industrial activities along with the
engineers and technologists trained in the older fields."
Development of the incandescent-filament vacuum lamp initiated interest in vacuum technique, says Dr. Dushman, adding
that "it received an additional
impetus by the subsequent developments in the study and production of electronic devices and
was accelerated by certain extremely
important
problems
which arose during the second
world war."
Summarizing some of the mos'
striking applications, he says: "Ir
the electronic field we have th.
vast range of devices from th;
smallest receiving tube to the 10
kilowatt transmitting tube;
i:
the field now designated nucleo
nics we have hi^h-voltage devi
ces such as the cyclotron, beta
tron and synchrotron, as weas 2-million-volt X-ray
tube:
Moreover, the industrial utiliza
tion of vacuum distillation, vac
uum dehydration a nd vacuum
fusion of metals has increased to
a significant extent."
Vitamins and
other
organic
compounds have been prepared
by
high-vacuum
distillation
which,separates them in the pure
State from the oils in which they
naturally color. "The great advantage of this
process,
"Dr.
Dushman states, "arises from the
fact that these
organic
compounds are unstable at
highsr
temperatures and therefore they
can be distilled only at lower
temperatures, at which the vapor
pressures are in the range of
l-1000th to i-l,000,000th of an
atmosphere."
The twelve chapters of the
book include discussion of such
topics as the kinetic theory of
gases, the flow of gases through
openings,
mechanical
pumps,
steam-jet- ejectors and mercuryvapor pumps, vapor ■ pumps using organic liquids, meters fcr
measurement of low pressure and
a number of other technical
points.
Before World War II the average annual industrial consumption of silver was around thirty
million troy ounces. It is estimated that vaipus, manufacturing
processes consumed close to one
hundred million troy ounces of
silver in 1948.

Henry C. Chambers,, ^civil engineering senior of Beaufort, was
recently elected vice president of
the Central Dance Association of
Clemson. He was formerly floor
chairman, and he succeeds Ray
Davenport, who' graduated in
February.
At the same election George
Adams, mechanical engineering
senior of Spartanburg, was chosen
treasurer, and Roy Taylor, textile
engineering junior of Spartanburg, was chosen decorations
chairman. Adams had been decorations chairman, and Taylor
had been designer.

Brown And Heyn
Go To Hafl <A
Dr. H. M. Brown and Dr. A. N^
T. Hcyn will attend Ihe femg!
•nceting ^f V*e American Sdcle^y
of Textile Mamifactoers being
held in New York this weekend.
Dr. Brown left for Ne^YOrk on
Tuesday and will' remain until
Saturday. Dr. Heyn left Clemson
Wednesday and will return Sunday.
On his return trip, Dr. Brown
will stop off at Chariottesville,
Virginia, to attend the spring
meeting of the Deans of Textile
Schools being held there March
21-22. This group will visit the
National Cotton Institute during
its meeting.

As i six-cylinder car rolls over
each mile, the" whirling .rrotor in
the distributor must make nearly
9,000 contacts. Only a material
that is highly resistant to oxidation and erosion by the. intense
sparks can be used to make
rotors. Monel has proved an excellent material for rotor arms,
and as a result many manufacturers specify this alloy.
Ni-Resist, a nickel-containing
alloy, should be borne in mind
for all applications where iron
castings with improved corrosionresistance, coupled with the
toughness and strength are required.
Monel, all alloy consisting of
approximately two >parts nickel
and one part copper, combines
good
corrosion-resistance
with
desirable mechanical properties,
good weldability and the capability of taking a good finish.

Peoples Furniture

training schools are located in
New York, Chicago and Berkley,
California.
While these conferences and
training schools are especially for
officers, they are open to other
students who are interested in
taking this additional training and
many who are taking it have
found it helpful in many areas of
life, especially in work with
young people in churches and in
college communities.

THE

Sai ga^eem TOWM

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND" HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

N1MMONS & FIELD CO.
A Complete General Merchandise Ston .
YOUR NORGE DEALER
Seneca , S. C.
Phone 630

The Anderson Hardware Co.
ANDERSON, S. C.

FOLLOW THE CROWD AND ENJOY A
DELICIOUS MEAL AT

Clemson Cafeteria & Bakery
"Y" Building

FOR BETTER VALUES
327-329 Main St.—Phone 460
SENECA, S. C.

Reasonable Prices -fa Courteous Service

STEAKS AND SANDWICHES TO ORDER
Tasty Pies, Pas-ries and Cakes from cur own Bakery.

Just Arrived

Let Us Plan Your Banquet or Private- Parly

Meit's Trousers in New Spring Gabardines

Mr. and Mi3. R. L. Morris, Operaters

J. C. PENNEY CO.

PHONE 3511

OPEN 7 A. M. TO 11 P. M.

ANDERSON, S. C. .

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

Sodas

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

COX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO.

In one year more than 10,000
tons of steel rods were worn out
in grinding the hard, abrasive
ore mined in Canadian nickel
mines.
v.

Umque. among classmates at
Butler University are twelve upperclassmen, seven men and five
women, who are the vanguard engaged in the local school's new
honors program ... a program
university Officials hope will solve
the problem of what to do with
the superior student who is capable of advancing in his studies at
a more rapid rate than can the
average college man or woman.
Tile new movement, which
started last*September under the
direction of Dr. Virgil Hiatt, head
of the d( > ;artment of classical languages and archreology, is patterned after the Swarthmore College honors program and it permitted the establishment of honors courses as seminars and the
meeting of student and teacher informally
in
small
discussion
groups.
Two seminars were created last
fall, one in English and the other I
in history, and have been meeting '
[ weekly since that time. The English seminar meets with nine students to discuss the works of the
blind poet, John Milton. The one
: in history meets with three students to discuss the diplomatic
history of various countries of the
j world.
Two new honors seminars have
! been'Started this term. These are
on discussion on the social history
of the American frontier and an
English seminar in a study of humanism.
Each student in the seminars is
provided with a syllabus outlining the subject matter of the
.course and also is provided with
essential and optional reading
lists. During the past semester
students have frequently presented papers embodying the results
j of individual research and the pa! pers were criticized by fellow
classmates who approached the
subject by various other paths,

Students who are interested in
attending summer conferences or
who are interested in working at
conference grounds are urged to
apply at the Clemson Y office.
Jobs are available at Blue Ridge,
N. C, and Estes Park, Colorado.
Some jobs vary in the amount
of money to be earned but all of
them 'present opportunities to
meet Christian students from
many parts of the United States
as well as from other countries
and to meet many leaders and
Christian workers who visit these
conference grounds during the
course cf the summer months.Estes Park is a beautiful conference grounds located~in xne
Rocky Mountains not far from
Denver. Blue Ridge is the soutneastern conference grounds located near Asheville, N. C. Lake
Geneva is near Chicago and Lake
George is in the New York area.
Summer training conferences
are available, and. according to
Mr. Holtzendorf f, President s'

if

Sandwiches

Magazines

^

Ice Cream

CALHOUN SODA SHOP
ANDERSON, S. C.

Easley, South Carolina
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HOW MILD CAN A CIGARETTE 6£ ?
WELL.SKITCH. THE CAMEL 30-DAV
TEST CONVINCED ME THAT CAMELS
ARE THE MILDEST CIGARETTE.
I'VE EVER SMOKED |
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How MiU can a cijaretfe b&?
SMOKE CAMELS FOR 30 DAYS
-and you'll know!

^

>

^H2*II
IVE KNOWN THAT FOR YEARS,
NANCy! AND I GO FOR
CAMEL'S FULL,RICH FLAVOR,

la a recent coast-to-coast test «"»£»*£
menand women who smoked only Camels for
30 days-an average of one to two packs a
day-noted throat specialists, after making
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It's real harmony when Skitch
Henderson and lowly Nancy Reed, his
featured vocalist, get together and
sing the praises of Camel mildness.

ekly examinations, reported
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IOT ONE SINGLE CASE
OF THROAT IRRITATION
CIGARETTES
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Try Camels and test them as you smoke
them. If, at any time, you are not convinced that Camels are the mildest cigarette you've ever smoked, return the package with the unused Camels and we will
refund its full purchase price, plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston. Salem, North Carolina,

